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otion is a significant symbol of living beings, and emotion is a
unique feature of human beings. With the rapid expansion of human
society, there is a growing need for real ⁃ time motion and emotion
sensing in various real⁃world applications such as intrusion detec⁃

tion, patient sleep monitoring, elder emotion companion and autism treatment. To
date, vision⁃based and sensor⁃based sensing methods are the dominating solutions
in this area. The former usually employs surveillance cameras to take footage, from
which gradient ⁃ based features are extracted for motion and emotion recognition,
while the latter explores virtual footprints caused by human beings from specific
sensors for recognizing human activities and moods.

Though significant progress has been obtained, the related research still faces
several challenges, e.g., the availability issue (specialized hardware), the reliability
issue (light and line⁃of⁃sight (LOS) restrictions), and the privacy issue (physical con⁃
tacts and feeling violated when being watched). Therefore, researchers are strug⁃
gling for new paradigms to revolutionize the traditional solutions. The rapid develop⁃
ment of wireless communications and embedded platforms has greatly accelerated
the approaches for the Internet of Things (IoT) and envisioned a new era of ubiqui⁃
tous computing. The ever⁃increasing smart devices surrounding our daily lives have
offered a great opportunity for building a big data driven system that can recognize
human⁃centric motions anytime anywhere.

This special issue deals with the overview, technology, and applications of using
big data from various IoT devices for motion and emotion sensing, and aims to stim⁃
ulate research and development of related areas by providing a unique forum for
scientists, engineers, broadcasters, manufacturers, software developers, and other
related professionals . The topics addressed in this special issue are diversified, in⁃
cluding an overview of current research progresses on IoT, real⁃world applications,
security issues, etc. The call⁃for⁃papers for this special issue attracted a number of
excellent submissions. After two⁃round reviews, seven papers were selected for pub⁃
lication. These papers are organized in three groups. The first group comprises one
overview paper that addresses the most fundamental question in the affective com⁃
puting, i.e., how humans perceive emotion. The second group consists of four pa⁃
pers addressing the emotion sensing issues by leveraging big data from different per⁃
spectives, e.g., electroencephalogram (EEG) sensors, galvanic skin reaction (GSR)
wearable sensors, social big data, etc. The last group comprises two papers that
present basic methodologies to ensure reliable and accurate big data for emotion
sensing.

The first paper“How Humans Perceive Emotion?”directly studies the most fun⁃
damental issue of emotion perceiving and reviews behavioral as well as neural find⁃
ings in human emotion perception, including facial emotion perception, olfactory
emotion perception, multimodal emotion perception, and the time course of emotion
perception. The knowledge of how humans perceive emotion will help bring artifi⁃
cial intelligence strides closer to human intelligence.

The most⁃commonly used data sources in affective computing are psychological
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sensors like EEG and electrocardiogram (ECG) sensors. The
second paper“Emotion Judgment System by EEG Based on
Concept Base of EEG Features”proposes an emotion judg⁃
ment system by using the EEG feature concept base with prem⁃
ise of noises included. The proposed system is testified on a
private EEG dataset and compared with the traditional support
vector machine (SVM) classifier. The results proves the effi⁃
ciency of the proposed system.

The third paper“Emotion and Cognitive Reappraisal Based
on GSR Wearable Sensor”studies a similar problem with a dif⁃
ferent data source, i.e., GSR wearable sensors. Based on the
authors’previous work, they establish a novel GSR emotion
sensing system for predicting the emotional state transition and
considering the correlation between GSR signals and emotions.

The fourth paper“Multimodal Emotion Recognition with
Transfer Learning of Deep Neural Network”tackles the emo⁃
tion recognition problem from the aspect of multimodality in⁃
cluding both images and audios, where audio is encoded using
deep speech recognition networks with 500 hours’speech and
video is encoded using convolutional neural networks (CNNs)
with over 110,000 images. The following experiments reveal
several interesting observations. For example, audio features
extracted from deep speech recognition networks can achieve
better performance than handcrafted audio features.

Another emerging source for emotion analysis is data from
the fastly expanding social networks. The fifth paper“Emotion
Analysis on Social Big Data”describes a new method of emo⁃
tion analysis based on social big data, e.g., multilingual web
corpora and its annotated emotion tags. To handle the collect⁃

ed social big data, the authors design an emotion analysis mod⁃
el that integrates the high⁃quality emotion corpus and the auto⁃
matic ⁃ constructed corpus created in their past studies, and
then tries to analyze a large⁃scale corpus consisting of Twitter
tweets based on the model. The proposed system is evaluated
via time ⁃ series analysis on the large ⁃ scale corpus and model
evaluation, and demonstrated effective over previous solutions.

Furthermore, the reliability of social big data is also an
emerging problem. Therefore, the sixth paper“Measuring QoE
of Web Service with Mining DNS Resolution Data”proposes a
novel solution called the First Webpage Time (FWT) algorithm
to measure the QoE of the web service. The proposed FWT al⁃
gorithm is analyzed in theory that its precision is guaranteed.
The experiments based on the ISP’s DNS resolution data are
carried out to evaluate the proposed FWT algorithm.

Other than reliable data sources, effective classifiers are al⁃
so important to the emotion analysis system. Therefore, the last
paper“An Improved K⁃means Algorithm Based on Initial Clus⁃
tering Center Optimization”targets on the widely ⁃ used K ⁃
means algorithm and proposes an effective algorithm to select
the initial clustering center for eliminating the uncertainty of
the central point selection.

As we conclude the introduction of this special issue, we
would like to thank all the authors for their valuable contribu⁃
tions, and we express our sincere gratitude to all the reviewers
for their timely and insightful expert reviews. It is hoped that
the contents in this special issue are informative and useful
from the aspects of technology, standardization, and implemen⁃
tation.
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How Do Humans Perceive Emotion?How Do Humans Perceive Emotion?
LI Wen
(Department of Psychology and Program of Neuroscience, Florida State University, Tallahassee, FL 32303, USA)

Abstract

Emotion carries crucial qualities of the human condition, representing one of the major challenges in artificial intelligence. Re⁃
search in psychology and neuroscience in the past two to three decades has generated rich insights into the processes underlying
human emotion. Cognition and emotion represent the two main pillars of the human psyche and human intelligence. While the hu⁃
man cognitive system and cognitive brain has inspired and informed computer science and artificial intelligence, the future is ripe
for the human emotion system to be integrated into artificial intelligence and robotic systems. Here, we review behavioral and neu⁃
ral findings in human emotion perception, including facial emotion perception, olfactory emotion perception, multimodal emotion
perception, and the time course of emotion perception. It is our hope that knowledge of how humans perceive emotion will help
bring artificial intelligence strides closer to human intelligence.

emotion perception; faces; smells; time course; neural basis
Keywords
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1 Introduction
hile computers and artificial intelligence have
assumed the supreme power of computation
and“reasoning” (in some aspects such as
chess and go) that excels even the finest hu⁃

man mind, they crumble at the simplest task that a toddler can
instinctually perform—emotion perception. Whether they are
purposeful products of evolution to serve adaptive functions or
mere vestiges as energy spillover during physiological shifts
[1], [2], emotional expressions are salient social cues in every⁃
day interactions, communicating one’s emotional states and ac⁃
tion tendencies to conspecifics [3]- [5]. Social bonding and
communal behavior via emotion (known as“emotional conta⁃
gion”; Hatfield, 1993) have the capacity to reach millions of
people and last over decades [6], [7]. Simply put, emotion is a
critical ingredient of the human condition, imbuing it with rich⁃
ness and sensibility [8]. Such importance and utility of emotion
has compelled artificial intelligence to incorporate emotion
and feelings into neural networks and robotic systems [9].

To the extent that such efforts are encouraging and some
promises are on the horizon, emotion communication is such a
complex system that all endeavors so far have fallen short.
While artificial face recognition has advanced greatly in the
field, reaching remarkable accuracy and speed, artificial emo⁃

tion perception still lags behind. Emotional expressions are of⁃
ten transmitted and synchronized with such potency and speed
that any other stimuli would pale in comparison [10], [11]. For
instance, encoding of facial expressions or emotional gestures
in the receiver can consummate as early as 100 ms [12]-[17],
preceding the latency for structural encoding of faces (~ 170
ms) [18], [19].

This paper will discuss how this seemingly extraordinary
feat is achieved, quite effortlessly, in humans, in hopes that
such knowledge will inform and inspire the research of artifi⁃
cial emotion perception. Given its obvious advantage and domi⁃
nance in emotion communication, the discussion will focus on
facial emotion perception. Nevertheless, emotion is communi⁃
cated through multiple sensory channels. Chemical informa⁃
tion, such as smells and pheromones, may provide pivotal and
sometimes indispensable information to mediate emotion com⁃
munication. Therefore, the review will discuss emotion percep⁃
tion via the olfactory channel and how multiple modal cues are
combined in emotion perception. To account for the remark⁃
able speed of emotion perception, the time course of emotion
perception will be described with a special focus on early pro⁃
cesses. The review will end with a discussion of sensory corti⁃
cal encoding of emotion, which could provide particularly use⁃
ful insights into computation modeling of emotion perception.

2 Visual Emotion Perception
Faces are inherently salient, emotion ⁃ relevant stimuli such
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that even“neutral”faces would be emotionally charged due to
its race, gender, eye gaze, attractiveness, and so on. According⁃
ly, faces often attain preferential perception compared to other
objects [20]. Highlighting an innate advantage in face percep⁃
tion, human newborns prefer tracking faces to non⁃face objects
[21], [22]. Infant monkeys reared with no exposure to any faces
also prefer looking at human and monkey faces than non⁃face
objects [23]. Notably, these stimuli are controlled for basic vi⁃
sual properties, such as contrast, complexity and spatial fre⁃
quency, to exclude any possible confounds due to physical dis⁃
parities.

Dubbed as the“face in the crowd”effect [24], faces contain⁃
ing threat emotions such as anger and fear receive particularly
privileged perceptual analysis, often“popping out”from a
crowd of faces containing neutral or happy emotions, showing
faster reaction times and higher accuracy in face detection and
discrimination [25], [26]. This effect is particularly consistent
across studies using schematic faces but relatively controver⁃
sial when photos of real faces are involved [27], which could
be ascribed to the fact that schematic faces are generally de⁃
prived of information related to race, gender, attractiveness
and so on, i.e. the factors that are rich in real face photos but
impoverished in schematic faces [27]. Indeed, studies that at⁃
tempt to reduce such effects tend to support this face in the
crowd effect [28] as opposed to studies lacking such face con⁃
trol [29], [30].

Recent studies further suggest that this acute emotion per⁃
ception not only differentiates threat from non ⁃ threat (neutral
or positive) stimuli (along general dimensions of affective va⁃
lence/arousal; Russell, 1980), but is also capable of dissociat⁃
ing individual basic emotions (Ekman, 1992), even within the
domain of threat (e.g., fear, disgust and anger). During basic
perception, fear purportedly elicits an immediate“stop ⁃ look ⁃
and ⁃ listen”response to facilitate sensory acquisition in order
to guide action (e.g., fight or flight; Gray, 1987), while disgust
provokes instant sensory rejection to prevent poison or contami⁃
nation from entering the organism [31]. These opposing senso⁃
ry tendencies align with the contrary biomechanical properties
in facial expressions of fear and disgust. That is, wheareas fear⁃
ful faces are characterized by widened eyes and nostrils, which
augment visual and oflactory sensory intake, disgust faces are
represented by narrowed eyes and nostrils, which restrict sen⁃
sory intake (Susskind et al., 2008). Critically, these opposing
sensory responses have been repeatedly demonstrated in our
lab [32]-[34] and others (Liu et al., 2015); fear⁃evoking scenes/
faces enhance whereas disgust ⁃ evoking scenes/faces suppress
visual event⁃related potentials (ERPs; e.g., the P1 component,
an early visual ERP peaking around 100 ms) and concomitant
extrastriate cortical activity.These findings highlight the eco⁃
logical adaptiveness inherent in emotion perception, promoting
biologically appropriate actions with minimal delay.

Neuroscience research in the past few decades has provided
important insights into mechanisms and processes involved in

encoding and recognizing emotional expressions. As summa⁃
rized in recent meta⁃analyses of neuroimaging studies, substan⁃
tial evidence implicates limbic/paralimbic structures, especial⁃
ly the amygdala and, to a lesser extent, the anterior cingulate
cortex and ventral medial prefrontal cortex/orbitofrontal cortex,
in processing facial expressions [35], [36]. These regions ap⁃
pear to be nodes shared by the emotional brain [37] and the so⁃
cial brain (Adolphs, 2009), akin to their roles in processing so⁃
cially relevant emotional information. Notably, these regions
are also responsive to emotional vocalization (e.g., laughter and
screams [38]; and emotional touch [39], [40], representing a
core system supporting amodal, abstract emotion analysis and
evaluation. As for the processing of specific (vs. general) emo⁃
tions, data to date are not as conclusive. Nevertheless, fairly
clear consensus has emerged for fear and disgust facial expres⁃
sions, which reliably activate the amygdala and insula, respec⁃
tively [35], [36]. In keeping with that, perception of fear and
disgust vocalizations also depends on these same structures
[41], [42].

While emotion research has focused primarily on limbic/
paralimbic structures, accruing evidence also isolates a highly
associative, heteromodal sensory cortex—the superior tempo⁃
ral sulcus (STS) [43]; STS is a conventional multisensory zone,
involved in vision, audition and somatosensation [44]. Impor⁃
tantly, it has been implicated in the social neural network [45],
processing sophisticated social cues to infer other people’s
mental states (e.g., theory of mind) [46], [47]. Accordingly, the
STS is found to play a critical role in the perception of facial
expressions, especially dynamic ones [48]- [50]. Furthermore,
the STS exhibits specialized response patterns for facial expres⁃
sions of the basic emotions (anger, disgust, fear, sadness, hap⁃
piness, and surprise; Ekman, 1992) and supports highly inte⁃
grated analysis of subtle differences in emotional expressions
[47]. Representing a key voice⁃processing area [51], the STS al⁃
so participates in assessing emotional vocalizations [52]. Last⁃
ly, the importance of the sensory cortex in supporting emotion
perception, independently of limbic input, has been increasing⁃
ly recognized [53]-[55].

3 Olfactory Emotion Perception
As summarized above, emotional expressions are typically

considered to be transmitted through faces and (to a lesser ex⁃
tent) posture, vocalizations, and touch, with research interest
predominantly dedicated to facial expressions. However, are
chemical senses involved in emotion communication as well?
Are chemical signals (chemosignals) of emotion processed sim⁃
ilarly as physical signals?

A large body of literature documents emotion communica⁃
tion via chemical stimuli (odors and pheromones) in non ⁃pri⁃
mate animals [56], [57]. In these animals, olfaction is the most
crucial sensory channel, purportedly principally involved in ef⁃
fectively detecting, locating, and identifying reward and threat
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in the environment [58]. Accordingly, vital biological informa⁃
tion is transmitted among conspecifics via olfaction, informing
food or poison, mate or predator. In humans, olfaction is
deemed as a minor sensory system, and humans are considered
microsmatic [59], presumably due to Lamarckian disuse of the
olfactory sense. Nevertheless, this microsmia notion has been
challenged by recent work, documenting the remarkable capac⁃
ity of human olfaction at both neuronal and behavioral levels
[60]-[63]. Furthermore, the olfactory system is intimately asso⁃
ciated with the emotion system: odors provoke potent emotion⁃
al responses in people [64], [65], and the neuroanatomy of ol⁃
faction and emotion is intricately connected as in macrosmatic
animals [66], [67]. Indeed, infinitesimal amounts of odors (as
low as 7 ppt) can be processed by the human olfactory system
(albeit subliminally), thereby modulating affective processing
of faces [68], [69]. Lastly, the human body constantly secretes
chemicals, which vary in intensity and chemical composition
with internal/endocrine states and interactions with resident
bacteria (primarily, in axillary areas and genitalia [70]. Owing
to this close association with the host’s emotional and physio⁃
logical states, these chemical excrements can carry potent in⁃
formation about momentary emotion and intended/prepared ac⁃
tion. Overall, the special faculty of olfaction promises the sig⁃
nificance of this chemical sensory system in social communica⁃
tion of emotion.

Accruing evidence indeed suggests that humans perform
similar chemical communication of emotion as other animals.
Human body odors and fluids carry certain genetic information
such that by smelling these chemicals, the receiver can deter⁃
mine his/her genetic compatibility [71], [72] and kinship [73]-
[75] with the sender, thereby preventing inbreeding while en⁃
hancing nepotism. Similar to chemosensory⁃based avoidance of
sick conspecifics in other mammals [76], a new study shows
that when people are sick, their body odors change, becoming
more unpleasant and unhealthy to other people [77]. In addi⁃
tion, people can detect or differentiate elevated arousal [78],
[79] as well as specific emotions (happiness, fear, disgust and
anxiety; Ackerl, Atzmueller, & Grammer, 2002; Chen & Havi⁃
land ⁃ Jones, 2000; de Groot, Smeets, Kaldewaij, Duijndam, &
Semin, 2012; Pause, Ohrt, Prehn, & Ferstl, 2004; Prehn⁃Kris⁃
tensen et al., 2009) by smelling axillary sweat. Interestingly, fa⁃
miliarity between the sender and the receiver enhances recog⁃
nition of emotion conveyed in body odors (Ackerl, Atzmueller,
& Grammer, 2002; Chen & Haviland ⁃ Jones, 2000; de Groot,
Smeets, Kaldewaij, Duijndam, & Semin, 2012; Pause, Ohrt,
Prehn, & Ferstl, 2004; Prehn⁃Kristensen et al., 2009).

In terms of underlying neural basis of chemosignaling of
emotion, evidence is fairly scarce. Nevertheless, the extant
neuroimaging data largely converge on limbic participation in
emotion communication via chemosignals [80], conforming to
emotion communication via other sensory signals. Specifically,
body odors conveying potential threat evoke strong response in
the amygdala [78], [81]- [83]. In general, the extant literature

combined with long⁃standing animal research suggests that hu⁃
man olfactory emotion communication represents a highly valu⁃
able research subject and, potentially, an emerging frontier of
the field.

4 Multisensory Integration of Emotional
Signals
As emotional expressions are communicated via multiple

senses, and very often simultaneously (e.g., a terrified face be⁃
ing accompanied by a shaky voice, tense posture, and quite
likely, a particular body odor), a natural question becomes how
multisensory emotional signals are integrated in social commu⁃
nication. For either neural activity or consequent behavior, an
organizing principle is that inputs from multiple senses con⁃
verge and interact in a variety of brain structures, supporting
highly coordinated responses [84], [85]. In fact, organisms as
primitive as a progenitor cell integrate information from multi⁃
ple senses to optimize perception; moreover, this synergy is es⁃
pecially prominent with minimal sensory input, facilitating sig⁃
nal processing in impoverished or ambiguous situations
(known as the principle of“inverse effectiveness”[86]. Con⁃
ceivably, multisensory integration of emotional expressions
would afford a special ecological advantage by facilitating com⁃
munication of salient information, especially when such activi⁃
ty is impeded by various sensory barriers (e.g., darkness, dis⁃
tance or background noise) or suppressed in special situations
(e.g., communicating with a hostage under close watch). While
pertaining primarily to integration between visual and auditory
senses, research in the past decade has shed some first light on
the mechanisms underlying multisensory integration of emo⁃
tional expressions [87], [88]. Akin to its role in processing of
emotion and its multimodal connections (via dense bidirection⁃
al fibers linking all sensory cortices) [89], the amygdala has
emerged as a key convergence/integration area in this litera⁃
ture. Furthermore, the STS (particularly, the posterior STS) has
also been isolated as a key site for multisensory convergence of
emotional expressions [87], [90]. As mentioned above, the pos⁃
terior STS is long known as a key multisensory convergence
zone, largely due to the multimodal (visual, auditory and so⁃
matosensory) neurons in this region and dense fibers connect⁃
ing it to different sensory cortices [84], [91]- [93]. Also, func⁃
tional connectivity analysis suggests that the STS not only en⁃
gages in integrating emotional expressions across modalities
(between faces and voices) but also gates synthesized sensory
input to the amygdala [94]. Given the modest size of this litera⁃
ture, however, it remains unclear whether multisensory integra⁃
tion of discrete emotional expressions would recruit distinct or
shared convergence areas and mechanisms.

Another problem yet to be explored is integration of emotion⁃
al expressions between physical and chemical senses. A
wealth of behavioral data evinces active visual and olfactory in⁃
teraction in information processing [95]-[98]. Evidence further
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suggests that synthetic or body odors can improve perception
of visual social signals including facial expressions [14], [99]-
[101]. However, neural evidence in this regard is rather limit⁃
ed, and preliminary evidence suggests that the insula and orbi⁃
tofrontal cortex are involved in integrating emotional signals in
faces and synthetic or body odors [102]- [104]. However, due
to the relative anatomical segregation between the physical
and chemical sensory systems, it is likely that a fairly intricate
neural network would be recruited in integrating social signals
of emotion between these two systems. Indeed, in contrast to
crossmodal auditory⁃visual integration that may takes place at
early sensory corticies [105], visuo⁃olfactory integration of emo⁃
tion favors a top⁃down (vs. bottom⁃up) account of crossmodal
integration in higher⁃order brain areas [104].

5 Stages of Emotion Perception
As aforementioned, emotion perception is marked by its ex⁃

traordinary speed, taking as little as 100 ms to isolate facial ex⁃
pressions. How does the process of emotion perception unfold
over time? Starting from a highly prominent two⁃stage model of
early“quick⁃and⁃dirty”and delayed, elaborate processing of
threat information [106], the emotion literature has expanded
to support a complex system involving multiple stages and pro⁃
cesses, mediated by distributed, parallel neural pathways [11],
[107], [108]. Several influential cognitive theories converge on
a parsimonious model of three stages—an orienting mode, a
primal mode and a metacognitive model—operating in se⁃
quence over time [109], [110]. In general, predominant charges
for these three stages are feature detection, significance evalua⁃
tion, and conscious threat perception, respectively [111],
[112]. During the first stage, an external stimulus registers with
the“feature detectors”in a nonconscious, automatic fashion.
These detectors isolate signal features of biologically signifi⁃
cant stimuli, which then triggers the nonconscious“signifi⁃
cance evaluator.”Confirmation from the significance evaluator
turns on the third stage: controlled, strategic processing of the
stimulus, generating conscious threat perception. Notably,
Ohman’s model also emphasizes that autonomic arousal is di⁃
rectly activated by feature detectors, which provides input to fa⁃
cilitate significance evaluation and conscious threat percep⁃
tion.

Empirical evidence from human neuroscience research
aligns with this multi ⁃ stage view. Brain electrophysiological
(mainly ERP) research has leveraged on its precise temporal
resolution to delineate the time course of information process⁃
ing of emotional stimuli on the scale of milliseconds. Findings
from this research implicate three temporal stages of emotion
processing [11], [107], [113], [114]. The first stage, indexed by
the P1 component, represents sensory processing of emotional
stimuli in the low ⁃ level, occipital visual cortex. The second
stage, indexed by the N1/N170 components (onset ~170 ms),
entails intermediate ⁃ level, configural perceptual analysis in

the temporal visual cortex. The third stage, indexed by the P3/
P300 and late positive potential (LPP) components (~300 ms
and beyond), reflects high ⁃ level, cognitive and motivational
processes. During this stage, emotion processing engages mem⁃
ory⁃based, goal⁃oriented operations, often culminating in con⁃
scious perception of the stimuli and volitional behavioral re⁃
sponse. Broadly speaking, this sequence of electrophysiologi⁃
cal events corresponds really closely to the three main stages
of the cognitive models above.

Pertinent to the perception of threat specifically, a recent
study in our lab acquired fear detection rates and ERPs to
parametrically varied levels of fearful expressions along a mor⁃
phing continuum [115]. To provide further insights into the spe⁃
cific cognitive mechanisms involved at different stages in
threat perception, we decomposed the threat processing by
combining psychometric and neurometric modeling. Building
on the psychometric curve marking fear perception thresholds
(e.g., detection, sub⁃ and supra⁃ threshold perception), neuro⁃
metric model fitting identified four key operations along the in⁃
formation processing stream (Fig. 1). Unfolding in sequence
following face presentation, these four psychological processes
are: 1) swift, coarse categorization of fear versus neutral stimuli
(~100 ms, indexed by the P1), 2) detection of fear by picking
up minute but psychologically meaningful signals of fear (~320
ms, indexed by the P3), 3) valuation of fear signal by tracking
small distances in fear intensity, including subthreshold fear
(400-500 ms, indexed by an early subcomponent of the LPP),
and lastly 4) conscious awareness of fear supporting visibility
of suprathreshold fear (500-600 ms, indexed by a late subcom⁃
ponent of the LPP). Furthermore, as the processes became pro⁃
gressively refined over time, they were also increasingly linked
to behavioral performance (i.e., fear detection rates; Fig. 1d,
bottom row). Specifically, from the first to the last operations,
within⁃subject brain⁃behavior association grew from no associa⁃
tion, to weak, then moderate, and finally strong, respectively.

Overall, these findings provide specific descriptions and
temporal profiling of threat processing stages. The first opera⁃
tion—broad threat ⁃ non ⁃ threat categorization—would corre⁃
spond to the orienting mode in threat processing, which auto⁃
matically tags the stimuli as threat or non ⁃ threat. Such gross
categorization (at the P1 window) concurs with standard object
categorization (e.g., natural vs. domestic scenes) [116]. This
finding also aligns with the notion that emotional stimuli can
elicit rapid emotion categorization based on automatic, bottom⁃
up sensory input [117], [118], coinciding with Ohman’s idea of
“feature detectors”that isolate threat ⁃ relevant signal features
[111], [112]. This significance detection then activates salience⁃
driven bottom⁃up attention and the brain’s salience network,
which switches on other networks to start resource allocation
(via attention and working memory) and goal⁃driven processes
in the subsequent stages [119]-[121].

The second and third operations—threat detection and valu⁃
ation—would largely fall into the primal mode as the interme⁃
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diate⁃ level threat analysis. As illustrated in Fig. 1, the neural
detection threshold aligns with the inflection point (25% fear)
of the psychometric function, and the strength of this neural re⁃
sponse is significantly (though only weakly) predictive of fear
detection rates, suggesting somewhat reliable threat detection
at this stage. The third operation is more sophisticated and ad⁃
vanced, linearly tracking the intensity of fearful expressions
and directly predicting behavior performance (r = 0.41). The
last operation brings about conscious awareness, correspond⁃
ing closely to the metacognitive mode, where consciousness of
threat emerges and conscious processes ensue. In keeping with
that, this last operation accounts for a remarkable 31% of the

total variance of the behavioral output.
Compared to the later operations (especially threat valuation

and awareness), the first operation (threat tagging) does not
show a relation with the behavior. This finding underscores the
idea that the orienting mode is likely to be elusive to behavior⁃
al observation. Many creative paradigms (e.g., emotional
Stroop, dot⁃probe, visual cueing, and visual search) have been
used to isolate early operations in threat processing, but as
pointed out early in the field, behavioral measures from these
tasks are inevitably confounded by operations from multiple
stages [122]. By virtue of the rapid development of neuroscien⁃
tific methods, especially brain electrophysiology technologies,

▲Figure 1. The time course of human emotion perception. a) The GFP demonstrates five critical ERPs evoked by faces. b) Evoked P1 at the occipital
midline by the neutral face and six levels of fear (15%-45% in increments of 6%). c) Three ERPs evoked at the parietal midline by the faces. d) Psycho⁃
metric and neurometric modeling of fear detection performance and ERPs in a fear detection task maps out four key operations unfolding in sequence,
emotion categorization, detection, valuation and conscious awareness. Adapted from Forscher et al., 2016.
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relatively pure measures of the orienting mode have become vi⁃
able.

6 Conclusions
The field of artifical intelligence has progressed in leaps and

bounds over the past decade. How artifical intelligence can be⁃
come truly intelligent, taking possession of the human condi⁃
tion, has been the holy grail of the field. In the search of the hu⁃
man psyche, knowledge of reasoning and cognition had preced⁃
ed the understanding of emotion. Now, growing insights into
human emotion and emotional processes, such as emotion per⁃
ception, have issued cordial invitaitons to computer scientists
to adopt emotion⁃related models and paradigms into artifical in⁃
telligence. The future is ripe, tarry not.
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Abstract

This paper proposes an emotion judgment system by using an electroencephalogram (EEG) feature concept base with premise of
noises included. This method references the word concept association system, which associates one word with other plural words
and decides the relationship between several words. In this proposed emotion judgment system, the source EEG is input and 42
EEG features are constructed by EEG data; the data are then calculated by spectrum analysis and normalization. All 2945 EEG
data of 4 emotions in the EEG data emotion knowledge base are calculated by the degree of association for getting the nearest
EEG data from the EEG feature concept base constructed by 2844 concepts. From the experiment, the accuracy of the proposed
system was 55.9%, which was higher than the support vector machine (SVM) method. As this result, the chain structured feature
of the EEG feature concept base and the efficiency by the calculation of degree of association for EEG data help reduce the influ⁃
ence of the noise.
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1 Introduction

ecently, the studies of judging human’s emotions
by analyzing bio ⁃ information have been attracting
attention and have become popular [1]. Emotions
are known to have strong relation to the amygdala

in the limbic system of the brain, and the relationship between
emotions and the brain are being studied [2]. Emotions are im⁃
manent acts, therefore, it is difficult to cognize hormonal
changes from external changes like expression or behavior. For
example, sometimes people smiles to make other people not
worry, even having“sad”emotion. Accordingly, judging an im⁃
manent act is required for understating real emotion.

There are several measurement techniques for the brain,
such as near infrared spectroscopy (NIRS), magnetoencepha⁃
lography (MEG), and functional magnetic resonance imaging
(fMRI). However, electroencephalogram (EEG) can measure
with simplified equipment and less burden to users. The EEG
emotion judgment is expected to be widely used, for example
in medical care, in the near future. Owing to this, we need to
consider the scenes of usage in daily life for getting emotion
from usual action. Although it is not a controlled environment

[2] for getting EEG for researches, and only using one type of
bio⁃information [3] thus far, it is eligible for getting EEG with
simplified equipment in daily life. However, it is difficult to
prevent contamination of noise without a controlled environ⁃
ment, which has an impact on the accuracy of EEG analysis.
Some noises are possible to be rejected by signal processing
technology, although it is difficult to reject all the noises com⁃
pletely, even in a controlled environment.

Therefore, this paper proposes an emotion judgment system
by EEG with premise of noises included. This system is refer⁃
ring to the word concept association system [4], proposed for
natural language processing. The word concept association sys⁃
tem is constructed to realize word ⁃ to ⁃ word association and
judge the relevance between several words at the computer.
This system is possible to get appropriate words even noises
are included. The word concept association system is construct⁃
ed by a concept base and the calculation of degree of associa⁃
tion. The concept base [5] is a large⁃scale database that is con⁃
structed both manually and automatically using words from
multiple electronic dictionaries. The calculation of degree of
association [6] calculates the nearness of word meaning quanti⁃
tatively, by using structure of the concept base. Natural lan⁃
guage processing has a similar problem with word contamina⁃
tion, but the calculation of degree of association surmounts the
problem by using the concept base to calculate efficiently.This work is partially supported by Japan Society for the Promotion of

Science (JSPS, 16K00311).
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This method for quantifying the nearness between words in nat⁃
ural language processing is reported to have better perfor⁃
mance than the vector space method [7].

The proposed emotion judgment system in this paper is ro⁃
bust in noise, using a concept base of EEG features and the
calculation of degree of association similar to that in the word
concept association system. This proposed system replaces the
word in word concept association system by EEG features.
This paper compare the proposed system with the system using
the support vector machine (SVM) [8], which known as high
performance for observing the efficacy.

2 Previous Research
There are various studies for using EEG to judge emotions,

such as hedonic judgment from stress in daily life [9], sensibili⁃
ty evaluation by watching pictures [10], judgment of feeling by
experiment in past [11], and emotion judgment by listening mu⁃
sic [12]. The hedonic judgment from stress judges comfort or
discomfort, while the sensibility evaluation by watching pic⁃
tures judges like or dislike. Especially, many studies in emo⁃
tion recognition are defined emotion as a valence and an arous⁃
al as a target of recognizing, which are difficult to understand
which emotion is expressed intuitively [13]. These studies are
similar by judging binary data. Furthermore, the judgment of
feeling by experiment in past judges relax, pleasure, sadness,
and anger, while the emotion judgment by listening music judg⁃
es pleasure, sadness, anger, and happiness. The word“emo⁃
tion”is used in all the studies, but its definition varies [14]-
[19]. Although the research of emotion has been conducted for
a long time in psychology and neuroscience, it is still difficult
to define it exactly. Thus, a standard definition of emotion does
not exist [19], [20]. The current research of engineering ap⁃
proaches is also facing difficulty of defines“emotion”quantita⁃
tively [21]. Therefore, this paper regards comfort/discomfort,
feeling, excitement, concentration, and anxiety as affection,
and pleasure, anger, sadness, and fear as emo⁃
tions of high order than affection.

Similar to the emotions we define in this paper,
there are two methods to quantify EEG: the emo⁃
tion spectrum analysis and the emotion fractal⁃di⁃
mension analysis [22], [23]. The emotion spec⁃
trum analysis method proposed by Musha et al.
[22] judges such emotions as anger/stress, plea⁃
sure, sadness, and relax by using EEG. The emo⁃
tion fractal⁃dimension analysis proposed by Nak⁃
agawa [2] uses EEG to judge anger, pleasure, sad⁃
ness, and relax. These methods use the data
which EEG and emotions are paired. These data
are acquired by test subjects, which trained how
to imaging emotions to control them. This paper
assumes to use the system in daily life, thus the
data are acquired from non ⁃ trained test subjects

by showing them one Japanese film.
Additionally, EEG is one kind of bio⁃information and noises

are easily included. It is difficult to remove all noises complete⁃
ly even by trying policy of noise elimination [24], [25]. There⁃
fore, the proposed system in this paper reduces the influence
of noises, presupposing that noises are included rather than re⁃
ducing noises themselves.

3 Overview of Proposed System
The objective of this proposed system is to obtain the emo⁃

tions of conversation partners by reading their EEGs. Fig. 1
outlines the proposed emotion judgment system by EEG.

EEGs acquired from the test subjects are used as source
EEGs. Emotions of the subject are acquired simultaneously as
source EEGs. Emotions are assigned to spectrum analysis of
the source EEGs, which is performed every 1.28 second. The
EEG features are determined to θ waves (4.0 Hz to 8.0 Hz), α
waves (8.0 Hz to 13.0 Hz), and β waves (13.0 Hz to 30.0Hz),
as shown in Fig. 2.

Emotions are judged from the EEG features by an associa⁃
tion mechanism. The association of EEG Features is realized
by using a huge concept base, which is automatically built
from the EEG Features. The relationship between the EEG
Features is evaluated by calculating the degree of association.
The concept base and the degree of association are generally
used for natural language processing; because the structure of
EEG Features and that of the word in natural language process⁃
ing are similar, we apply the technique in our system. Hereaf⁃
ter, this concept base and the calculation method are called
the association mechanism. Emotions judged in the proposed
system include pleasure, anger, sadness, and fear.
3.1 Source EEG and Emotion

The EEGs were measured at 14 locations that conform to the
International 10/20 System [26] (Fig. 3).

EEG: electroencephalogram KB: knowledge base

Output
(Emotion)

▲Figure 1. Emotion Judgment System by EEG.

Spectrum
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Normalization
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The test subjects were fitted with electroencephalography
caps [27] and asked to watch a Japanese film for approximately
two hours. During the film watching, the subjects were asked
to gauge the emotions they had felt by the speeches in the film,
and the source EEGs were acquired simultaneously. The scene
for a speech in the film was frozen, and the subjects were
asked what emotions they felt at the time of watching the scene.

20 subjects (10 males and 10 females) were used, and the
viewing was divided into four sessions to reduce the physical
burden of the subjects. Before and after the film, the EEGs of
open⁃eye and closed⁃eye states were respectively measured for

approximately one minute for the normalization of
EEG features.
3.2 EEG Features and EEG Data

The source EEGs are assigned to spectrum anal⁃
ysis and performed every 1.28 second. The EEG
features are determined to take average of each
wave: θ waves (4.0 Hz to 8.0 Hz), α waves (8.0 Hz
to 13.0 Hz), and β waves (13.0 Hz to 30.0 Hz).
The EEG features are made by average of 14 loca⁃
tions and 3 frequency bands, therefore, 42 EEG
features are calculated from 1.28⁃second EEG.
3.3 Normalization of EEG Features

The EEGs show changes in voltage intensity
over time within an individual, and the base volt⁃
age intensity differs among individuals. For this

reason, the possibility of misjudgment exists because those val⁃
ues differ greatly even among EEGs with similar waveforms.
To solve this problem, linear normalization and non⁃linear nor⁃
malization were performed.
3.3.1 Linear Normalization

The linear normalization was performed because voltage in⁃
tensity of EEGs varies over time depending on the subject.
Since the eyes were open while viewing the film, linear normal⁃
ization [28] was performed to acquire EEGs both before and af⁃
ter the experiment based on EEG features from the eye ⁃open
state. EEG features Linear_alij was obtained by linear norma⁃
lization of the first EEG feature alij at a certain point of time
during the experiment, and is expressed as:

where j HZ frequency is taken from the i⁃th location in electro⁃
encephalography caps and l blocks from the experiment start.
The blocks are calculated by time that is divided by 1.28 sec⁃
onds. P1 is the time of the experiment start, and p2 is the time
of the experiment end. q1 is the voltage when the experiment
started, and q2 is that when it ended.
3.3.2 Non⁃Linear Normalization

The non⁃linear normalization was performed to take into ac⁃
count the difference among individuals in base voltage intensi⁃
ty. The non ⁃ linear normalized values were obtained by using
(2). f ( )x is the EEG features after the non ⁃ linear normaliz⁃
ation [28], x is the EEG features applied in the non⁃linear nor⁃
malization, xmin is the minimum EEG features of an individual,
and xmax is his maximum EEG features. As a result, the EEG
features with large values are compressed and EEG features
with small value are expanded by the non⁃liner normalization.
Thus, the degree of voltage intensity of an individual’s EEGs

▲Figure 2. Spectrum analysis of the source EEGs.

C: Central F: Frontal O: Occipital P: Parietal T: Temporal

▲Figure 3. EEG measurement at 14 locations, conforming to the
International 10/20 System.
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p2 - p1 × l + q2 /2, (1)



is solved.

f ( )x = log( )x - xmin
log( )xmax - xmin

. (2)

3.4 EEG Data Emotion Knowledge Base
The EEG data emotion knowledge base is a database con⁃

structed by EEGs and emotions. EEG features of 42 represent⁃
ed by three bandwidths are obtained from 14 locations and as⁃
sumed to be one EEG datum, and the EEG data are matched
with emotions, either anger, sadness, fear, or pleasure. The
EEG data emotion knowledge base is consisted with the knowl⁃
edge base of each emotion, and contains 2945 EEGs obtained
by excluding the outliers and noises. The emotions of the 2945
EEGs are comprised 629 anger features, 857 sadness features,
979 fear features, and 480 pleasure features.

4 Association Mechanism
The association mechanism [5] consists of the concept base

[6] and the degree of association [7]. The concept base gener⁃
ates semantics from certain EEG features. The degree of associ⁃
ation is used for the semantics expansion, and it expresses the
relationship between EEG features by a numeric value. The
methods of a concept base and the degree of association were
originally proposed for natural language processing, and are ap⁃
plied to the EEGs in this paper.
4.1 EEG Features Concept Base

The concept base [6] is originally a large⁃scale database that
is constructed both manually and automatically using words
from multiple electronic dictionaries. The entry words in dic⁃
tionaries used as concepts and the independent words in the
explanation under the concept are used as attributes. In the
current research, a concept base contains approximately 90,
000 concepts, in which auto ⁃ refining processing is conducted
after the base is manually constructed. In this process, attri⁃
butes are considered from the point of view of human sensibili⁃
ty; the inappropriate attributes are deleted and necessary attri⁃
butes are added.

In the concept base, Concept A is expressed by Attribute ai,
indicating the features and the meaning of the concept in rela⁃
tion to a Weight wi, denoting how important Attribute ai is in
expressing the meaning of Concept A. Assuming that the num⁃
ber of attributes of Concept A is N, Concept A is
expressed by (3), where Attribute ai is called Pri⁃
mary Attribute of Concept A.

A ={ }( )a1,w1 ,( )a2,w2 ,…,( )aN,wN . (3)
Because Primary Attribute ai of Concept A is

defined as the concepts in the concept base, at⁃
tributes can be similarly elucidated from ai. The
Attributes aij of ai are called Second Attributes

of Concept A. Attribute ai is defined by aij, and also defined as
the concepts, so aij is Primary Attribute of ai. Thus, the concept
base can be connected to N⁃dimension.

In our work, the concept base is made by source EEGs in⁃
stead of electronic dictionaries. In fact, EEG features are used
instead of words. A word notation is used as a concept and an
attribute in the concept base for natural language processing.
However, notation of EEG features cannot be used as a con⁃
cept and an attribute, as it is in the EEG feature concept base.
A location and a frequency band cannot be discriminated from
a concept, which is made by a notation of EEG Features. Addi⁃
tionally, EEG features are finite decimals, which describe fine⁃
ly than word notation, and are difficult to make chain struc⁃
ture. Therefore, to keep the information of location and fre⁃
quency band in EEG Features in the concept base, we defined
concept (attribute) notation as follow:

xi = ( )ei,pi, fi ， (4)
where xi is the concept notation, ei is an EEG Feature, pi is an
electrode part, and fi is the frequency band. The EEG Feature
is the voltage value in each location and each bandwidth is
considered to be a part of the word respectively. However, the
granularity of the voltage value is having more information
than that of the word. Therefore, the voltage values in the cer⁃
tain scope are treated as the same (Fig. 4). As a result, the
number of EEG features are controlled, similar to words that
are controlled by synonyms. The concrete method is to delimit
the θ waves and α waves by 0.05 μV, and delimit β waves by
0.025 μV. Furthermore, different numerical values in each di⁃
vided group are allocated in the same part and bandwidth. A
numerical value is treated as a word, and part and bandwidth
are new information that is not used for natural language pro⁃
cessing. As a result, EEG Features can be conceptualized simi⁃
lar to a concept base of words.
4.2 Weight

Weight [29], [30] is performed by the method of term fre⁃
quency-inverse document frequency (TF⁃IDF). TF⁃IDF is pop⁃
ularly used in the field of natural language processing for
searching information. Weight W ( )A,B of Concept A for attr⁃
ibute B, is calculated as follows:
W ( )A,B = tf ( )B × log2

D
df ( )B

. (5)

▲Figure 4. Process for conceptualization of EEG features.
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Concept A is one EEG feature out of 42 EEG features, and
the remained 41 EEG features are considered as one attribute.
the EEG features in the same group (Fig. 4) are also added to
attributes. As the premises, tf(B) expresses the frequency that
comes out from all the attributes of Concept A. D is the number
of concepts stored in EEG features concept base, and df(f) is
the number of concepts with Concept A included in each attri⁃
bute. idf is calculated to divide D by df(B), having logarithm as
2 for bottom.
4.3 Calculation of Degree of Association for EEG Feature

4.3.1 Degree of Match by Weight Ratio
The degree of match by the weight ratio is calculated by the

total value of each EEG feature’s degree of match. Regarding
the input EEG as Concept A, and the EEG in the EEG data
emotion knowledge base as Concept B. Each EEG’s features
of concepts are regarded as A’ and B’, and attributes are de⁃
fined as ai and bi. Weights of A’ and B’ are defined as ui and
vi. If the numbers of attributes are L and M respectively to the
concepts (L≤ M) A’ and B’ can be expressed as follows:

A’ ={ }( )a1,u1 ,( )a2,u2 ,⋯,( )aL,uL , (6)
B’ ={ }( )b1,v1 ,( )b2,v2 ,⋯,( )bM,vM . (7)
EEG features e, electrodes part p, and frequency f are de⁃

fined by aLand bM as follows:
AL = ( )eL,pL, fL , (8)
BM = ( )eM,pM, fM . (9)
Therefore, the degree match by the weight ratio

DoM(A’,B’) of Concepts A and B is calculated as follows:

DoM(A’,B’)= ( )SA’/nA’+ SB’/nB’
2 × min( )ui,vj

max( )ui,vj
, (10)

SA’=∑
ai = bj

ui

SB’=∑
ai = bj

vj
, (11)

nA’=∑
i = 1

L

ui

nB’=∑
j = 1

M

vj

, (12)

min( )ui,vj = ìí
î

ï

ï

ui( )ui ≤ vj

vj( )ui > vj
, (13)

max( )ui,vj = ìí
î

ï

ï

ui( )ui > vj
vj( )ui ≤ vj

. (14)

When the attributes match, aij = b . SA’ is the total weight
of ai when ai = bj, and SB’ is the total of bj when ai=bj. nA’ and
nB’ are the total weights of Concepts A and B. Thus, SA’ nA’ is
the ratio of weight that is matched to the attribute looking from
Concept A, and SB’ nB’ is the ratio of weight that is matched
to the attribute looking from Concept B. Therefore,
( )SA’/nA’+ SB’/nB’ 2 expresses average of SA’ nA’ and
SB’ nB’ . The degree of match by the weight ratio is calculatedby considering the ratio of coincidence of the attribute and the
weight.
4.3.2 Degree of Association by Weight Ratio

The degree of association by weight ratio is used in this pa⁃
per to consider the coincidence of the attribute and the weight.
For calculation, the input EEG data and the EEG data emotion
knowledge base data, i.e. para⁃concepts A and B, use para⁃con⁃
cept A’as a base to fix the row. Para⁃concept is a one block of
concept, and the EEG features in this block becomes the first
attribute. Then, the attributes in para⁃concept B are sorted for
making the total of the degree of match largest between para⁃
concepts B and A. The attribute and weight of para⁃concept B
is defined as (bxi, vxi). The electrode part pxi, frequency band fxi,
and EEG features exi are defined by bxi.

B’ ={ }( )bX1,vX1 ,( )bX2,vX2 ,⋯,( )bX42,vX42 , (15)
bXi = ( )eXi,pXi, fXi . (16)
In this study, 42 EEG features represented by three band⁃

widths, are obtained from 14 locations and assumed to be the
attributes. They are used by the calculation of the degree of as⁃
sociation. Such the calculation for EEG features expresses the
relationship between EEG features. The purpose of this re⁃
search is to compare EEG data for judging emotions. To realize
comparison of EEG data, the para⁃concept is used and the cal⁃
culation of the degree of association is extended. We regard
EEG data as a Concept, and 42 EEG Features as the Attri⁃
butes to calculate the degree of association. To create the para⁃
concept, the attributes (EEG features) need to calculate
weight, thereby we assume the weight of attribute as 1 evenly.

Additionally, a concept base can generally expands to top
30 attributes, however the EEG data constructed by 42 EEG
features, therefore this research expands top 42 attributes.

5 Emotion Judgments from EEGs
The input data is the source EEG; therefore it is calculated

by spectrum analysis and normalizations. From the calculation,
the EEG data created from 42 EEG features are obtained. The
EEG data are calculated by the degree of association for EEG
features with all 2945 EEG data in the EEG data emotion
knowledge base, categorized in four emotions, i.e. anger, sad⁃
ness, fear, and pleasure.

By using the EEG features concept base, we can calculate
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the nearness of EEG data for reducing the influence of noises.
The EEG feature concept base is a concept base constructed
from EEG 2844 features. One EEG feature in the EEG feature
concept base (concept) is realized by other EEG features (attri⁃
bute) that co⁃occur and are related. In addition, these EEG fea⁃
tures are also realized by other EEG features; therefore the
EEG feature concept base can connect to N⁃dimensions and re⁃
alize the chain structure. The weight of attribute is denoting
how important an attribute is in expressing the meaning of con⁃
cept, and this is one element for reducing the noise.

After acquiring EEG data with the highest degree of associa⁃
tion, get an emotion linked to EEG data from EEG data emo⁃
tion knowledge base. An acquired emotion is outputted as the
emotion of the input EEG data.

6 Calculation Experiment

6.1 Experiment Method
The method of evaluation is leave⁃one⁃out⁃cross⁃validation,

a technique that involves using one data extracted as the vali⁃
dation set and the remaining observations as the training set
for comparison. Therefore, one EEG data that take from EEG
data emotion knowledge base stand for input data, and rest of
all in EEG data emotion knowledge base is stand for target
EEG data. In this study, the EEG data emotion knowledge
base contains 2945 EEGs from 20 subjects (10 males and 10
females). The emotions of the 2945 EEGs are comprised 629
anger features, 857 sadness features, 979 fear features, and
480 pleasure features.

SVM, one of the high ⁃ performance classification methods,
was chosen as a comparative method. Among the SVM meth⁃
ods, Lib⁃SVM [9] was chosen since it is widely known. As for
the proposed system, one data set is extracted from the EEG
data emotion knowledge base as the validation set and the re⁃
maining observations from the EEG data emotion knowledge
base are treated as the training set for comparison. There are
some variations of parameters in SVM, so Lib⁃SVM performed
with default values the developer had recommended.
6.2 Results

The results of the emotion judgment from EEGs are shown
in Fig. 5. The accuracy of emotion judgment from EEGs using
the association mechanism was 55.9% . As a comparison, the
accuracy by the SVM method was 35.2%, and the accuracy of
emotion judgment at random was 25.0%. For these results, the
chi⁃squared test (degree of freedom 1, p<0.01) was performed,
and the proposed system was statically significant from the oth⁃
er two methods.

7 Discussions
It can be seen that the accuracy of the emotion judgment sys⁃

tem by EEG using the EEG feature concept base is better than
that of SVM system. The proposed system can judge higher ac⁃
curacy of the nearness of EEG features. The chain structure is
realized by constructing the EEG features concept base. The
pair of EEG features and the weight are expressing the concept
in EEG Features Concept Base, and these EEG features are al⁃
so expressed by the different group of the pair by EEG Fea⁃
tures and weight. SVM depends on learning data, therefore,
noises may make big influence if they are included in the
learning data. That is why the SVM method has low accuracy.

Although the accuracy of the proposed system and SVM had
significant difference, the learning data was not enough for
SVM, which has strong effect on accuracy. Therefore, if the
learning data increases, SVM has a potential to increase the ac⁃
curacy. For increasing learning data, it takes high cost and un⁃
realistic. With these qualifications, proposed system was ac⁃
quired enough result.

The weight of the para⁃concept is defined as 1 evenly in this
paper, however there is possibility of accuracy improvement by
changing the weight for each para ⁃ concept. Previous studies
have estimated the cognitive load with combination of frequen⁃
cy band and electrode parts [31]- [33]. There are possibilities
for choosing a more appropriate weight than an even value if
these combinations are taken into account in weight setting.

8 Conclusions
In this paper, an emotion judgment system was proposed by

using the EEG feature concept base to reduce the influence of
noises, with premise of noises included. This system is refer⁃
ring to the word concept association system for natural lan⁃
guage processing. The experiment results show that the accura⁃
cy of proposed system is 55.9%, much better than that of SVM,
one of the classification methods in high performance. From
this result, we believe that the proposed method is effective to
reduce the influence of noises by utilizing chain structure of
the EEG feature concept base and effective calculation of the
degree of association for EEG features. Therefore, this method
can improve the accuracy of emotion judgment.

SVM: support vector machine
▲Figure 5. Comparison of accuracy of the emotion judgment methods.
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Abstract

Various wearable equipment enables us to measure people behavior by physiological signals. In our research, we present one gal⁃
vanic skin reaction (GSR) wearable sensor which can analyze human emotions based on cognition reappraisal. First, We research
the factors of emotional state transition in Arousal⁃Valence⁃Stance(AVS) emotional space. Second, the influence of the cognition
on emotional state transition is considered, and the reappraisal factor based on Gross regulation theory is established to correct
the effectiveness from cognitive reappraisal ability to emotional state transition. Third, based on the previous work, we establish a
GSR emotion sensing system for predicting emotional state transition and considering the correlation between GSR signals and
emotions. Finally, an overall wearable sensor layout is built. In the experiment part, we invited 30 college students to wear our
GSR sensors and watch 14 kinds of affective videos. We recorded their GSR signals while asking them to record their emotional
states synchronously. The experiment results show different reappraisal factors can predict subjects’emotional state transition
well and indirectly confirm the feasibility of the Gross regulation theory.
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1 Introduction
he state⁃of⁃the⁃art technology has made it possible
to monitor various physiological signals for analyz⁃
ing human behavior, cognitive science, social psy⁃
chology, and group perception [1]-[3]. The collect⁃

ed data from a person donning a wearable sensor can be saved
digitally for later research. Therefore, we can learn the effects
of the external stimulus environment and our day ⁃ to ⁃ day ac⁃
tions, and establish some wearable sensors to make it conve⁃
nience to monitor the human mental health for further treat⁃
ment [4].

Galvanic skin reaction(GSR) is commonly used for measur⁃
ing emotional activities. GSR reflects the sweat gland secretion
reaction, which is different from the amount of sweating, chang⁃
ing by a subject’s emotional arousal, finger temperature and
finger activity. Changes in emotional arousal can cause signifi⁃
cant skin electrical response, which has been widely agreed by
researchers [5]. There are many studies of emotion recognition

based on GSR signals. For example, the subject’s emotion is
induced by different videos while the GSR signal is being re⁃
corded and processed by Immune Particle Swarm Optimization
algorithm for classification [6]. Besides, a multi⁃variant correla⁃
tion method is proposed to detect the affective physiological
changes in multi ⁃ subject GSR, the first derivative of GSR
(FD_GSR) and heart rate(HR) [7].

The activation of emotion needs a series of external factors,
and also needs internal cognitive factors which can be seen as
the complex emotional state transition [8]. The emotional space
based on dimension can descript human emotional state transi⁃
tion clearly with the diversity of human emotions. Emotional
space with cognitive analysis can adjust some unexpected and
unpredictable situation to help promote the natural and harmo⁃
nious human ⁃ computer interaction experience. In the Gross
emotional regulation theory, cognitive reappraisal strategy is
based on individual cognitive ability to understand the event,
change the emotional experience in order to rationalize expres⁃
sion [9].

In our research, we present one GSR based emotion sensing
system to predict human emotional state and design the wear⁃
able sensor. The influence of the cognition on emotional state
transition is considered and the cognitive reappraisal function

T
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with reappraisal factor is established. Section 2 describes the
Arousal⁃Valence⁃Stance(AVS) emotional space with the factors
of emotional state transition taken into consideration. Section 3
shows the establishment of the emotion cognitive reappraisal
function. Section 4 presents the overall GSR based emotion
sensing system. Section 5 describes the design of the wearable
sensor. Section 6 then measures the experiment by inviting 30
subjects to watch emotional video, and the results and discus⁃
sion are shown in Section 7. Section 8 is the conclusion and
further plan.

2 AVS Emotional Space
AVS Emotional Space [10] has three dimensions: valence,

arousal, and stance. Valence represents the level of pleasure.
Arousal represents the level of exciting and stance represents
if people have control in this situation. We measure all the
emotion activities in this three⁃dimension based space (Fig. 1).

In our hypothesis, the distance between two different emo⁃
tional states in AVS can reflect the probability of their transi⁃
tion indirectly. Close distance of emotional states can be seen
as the same kind of basic emotion, such as happy, sad, angry,
surprised, fear, disgust and calm. Si means one specific emo⁃
tional state i, Pij means the probability of transition from state i
to state j. We define the coefficient λ which reflects the degree
of transition difficulty :
λ =Pij∙β, (1)

Pij = normalize ∭dvdads
Vsphere(diameter = |si - sj|) , (2)

where β means one constant, v=valence, a=arousal, and s=

stance. The farther the distance, the harder the transition, and
vice versa. Researchers have done a lot of studies about the
process of emotional state transition only caused by emotional
stimulus and have made a lot of useful results [11], [12]. There⁃
by in our research the emotional factors correct the effective⁃
ness of emotional cognition reappraisal based on GSR signals.

3 Emotional Cognitive Reappraisal
In the natural emotional interaction, the emotional change is

affected by a series of external and internal factors. It is not on⁃
ly affected by external emotional stimulation and the current
emotional state of the impact, but also by the individual’s own
emotional cognitive ability. Psychologist Gross pioneered the
emotional regulation strategy. Gross’ cognitive reappraisal
strategy based on the individual’s cognitive ability to under⁃
stand the event change the emotional experience so as to ratio⁃
nalize this matter, which is the key to emotional regulation pro⁃
cess [13]. Gross argues that the process of emotional regulation
consists of five parts: situation selection, situation correction,
attention distribution, cognitive reappraisal, and expression in⁃
hibition. Among them, the first two are based on the changes
from the external environment, while the rest are for the indi⁃
vidual’s subjective will or behavior carried out. Cognitive reap⁃
praisal occurs before the emotional response, and the emotion⁃
al state is reappraisal and adjusted; expression inhibition oc⁃
curs after the emotional response behavior. The cognitive reap⁃
praisal strategy as a priority regulation strategy reduces the
negative emotional experience better and emotional state tends
to be alleviated. The hysteresis reappraisal factor is defined as
α∈(⁃10,10), and we suppose the emotional suppression factor τ
is:
τ = 2πarctanα,τ ∈[0,1). (3)
The subject’s negative emotional state transition will be al⁃

leviated when this person has strong cognition ability. In order
to follow this definition, we suppose the emotional state transi⁃
tion probability as follows:

Pstatei→ statej = normalize(1 + τ)Pij,
when state i is more negative than state j. (4)
Pstatei→ statej = normalize(1 - τ)Pij,
when state i is more positive than state j. (5)
Fig. 2 shows the simulation result.

4 GSR Based Emotion Sensing System
General skin current movement has a certain resistance pa⁃

rameter, but in the external emotional stimulation, the skin
conductive current increases, while the resistance decreases.
Therefore, GSR is considered to be one of the objective indica⁃▲Figure 1. AVS emotional space.
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tors of emotional determination. For example, when a person is
frightened or anxious, the blood pulse tends to rise. Based on
this, we present an emotional sensing system for emotion pre⁃
diction by cognitive reappraisal.

As illustrated in Fig. 3, the process of emotion sensing sys⁃
tem in GSR signal in this study has five main steps: 1) GSR sig⁃
nal recording; 2) GSR signal de⁃noising; 3) GSR signal feature
extraction; 4) machine learning for current emotional state rec⁃
ognition; 5) cognitive reappraisal in AVS emotional space for
emotional state transition prediction. The second step is re⁃
ferred to pre⁃processing, and in this paper we use the second⁃
order Batter worth low ⁃ pass filter to reduce high frequency
noise. For feature extraction, this paper measures GSR signal
by Fast Fourier transform(FFT) and extracts 28 features in
time domain and 6 features in frequency domain from 0.08 Hz
to 0.2 Hz. After all the features are generated, they are provid⁃
ed to a machine learning model to differentiate the emotional
state from the calm state of a subject. In particular, this paper
employed a support vector machine (SVM) for this learning
model and emotional recognition which is not described in de⁃
tail here. A database for emotion analysis using physiological
signals(DEAP) [14] is used for learning.

In order to describe the influence of external stimuli in the
current state for emotion transition, the transition relationship
between emotional states is analyzed, and hidden Markov mod⁃
el (HMM) is presented [15]. Expectation maximization (EM) al⁃
gorithm is used to obtain the statistical state transition proba⁃
bility. Besides these, we combine the HMM model with cogni⁃
tive reappraisal for regulation based on cognition.
Figs. 4, 5, and 6 are the GSR signals from the experimental

collection of a subject in calm, happy, sad emotional state re⁃
spectively. From the figure we can see that in different emo⁃

tional states, the skin levels of electrical differences are differ⁃
ent, and the variation ranges are also different. Among them,
the happy emotional state has strong fluctuation of GSR, and in
this situation, since we activate the subject at first second, the
appearance of a new stimulus may artificially shorten the half
recovery time of the response to the previous stimulus.

5 Wearable Sensor
As shown in Fig. 7, the wearable sensor contains GSR elec⁃

trodes, sensor circuit, multi ⁃ channel data acquisition system
for other physiological signals recording, and Bluetooth 4.0 for
data transmission. The electrodes are measured using medical
silver chloride electrode. The silver electrode sheet whose area
is 1 cm2 is adhered to the sticker with a conductive paste.
When the subject wears it, the electrode patch is attached to
the wrist skin.

After wrapping two electrodes around the left wrist, we cal⁃
culate the GSR value by using one resistance as seen in Fig. 7.
The capacitor is used for low⁃pass filtering while the resistance
is used for high frequency filtering. And single chip is used for
calculating the D⁃value and conducting the sampling frequen⁃
cy. The GSR’s useful signal frequency range is mainly concen⁃
trated below 0.2 Hz. According to the Nyquist sampling theo⁃
rem, the sampling frequency in the sampling process is set to
20 Hz.

In our project, Bluetooth 4.0 is chosen for transmission

▲Figure 2. The probability of transition from the positive state to
negative state.

AVS: Arousal⁃Valence⁃Stance GSR: galvanic skin reaction

▲Figure 3. Emotion sensing system. ▲Figure 6. GSR signal curve under sad emotional state.

GSR: galvanic skin reaction

▲Figure 5. GSR signal curve under happy emotional state.

GSR: galvanic skin reaction

▲Figure 4. GSR signal curve under calm emotional state.
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which has advantages of low power consumption and stability.

6 Experiment
In our experiment, we invited 30 volunteers for testing the

GSR based emotion sensing. The 30 subjects’age distribution
is from 21 to 25 years old (Fig. 8), and all of the subjects are in
healthy mental condition.

Before the experiment, the subjects learned how to record
their valence, arousal, stance by self ⁃ assessment [16]. Fig. 9
shows the self ⁃ assessment manikins. The valence, arousal,
stance is ranged from 1 to 9.

The 14 emotional videos as the stimulus were chosen from
Last.fm which had been proven effective [14]. Each video was1
minute. Every volunteer wrapped the wearable sensor around
the left wrist, and 30 volunteers are divided into 3 groups.

The specific experiment steps are as follows:
1) Choose two groups, make sure these subjects keep calm at

the first, and then let them watching 14 videos whose se⁃
quence is random in each group but the video sequences of

two groups are the same
2) Self⁃assessment of their valence, arousal, stance
3) Record their GSR signal and measure them by emotion sens⁃

ing system to obtain the emotion prediction
4) Compare the front 1 minute emotion state with current self⁃

assessment
5) Let each subject of the rest group watch the same kind of

videos 5 times, with the kinds of video for everyone being
different

6) Repeat Steps 2-5.

7 Results
Table 1 shows the R ⁃ square value and covariance of the

transition curves described by emotion prediction and subjects’
self⁃assessment. It can be found that the arousal’s correlation
coefficient is bigger than valence’s, which indicates GSR has
a higher correlation with the arousal [5]. When individual dif⁃
ference is taken into account, every subject has a different re⁃
appraisal factor α which is observed by the emotional state
transition curve of self ⁃assessment (Fig. 10). Then, we obtain
the factors fitting this curve most. The result shows that differ⁃
ent reappraisal factors can predict subjects’emotional state
transition well.

In the rest group test, Fig. 11 shows one typical subject’s

Emotion and Cognitive Reappraisal Based on GSR Wearable Sensor
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▲Figure 7. Wearable sensor.

▲Figure 8. The age distribution of subjects.

Figure 9.▶
Self⁃assessment manikins.

▼Table 1. The correlation between the prediction and self⁃assessment
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emotional state transition curve of self ⁃ assessment and the
curve from emotion sensing system under sad stimulus. The re⁃
sult confirms Gross cognitive reappraisal strategy that the nega⁃
tive emotional experience is reduced better and emotional
state tends to be alleviated by considering the cognitive effect.

8 Conclusions
This paper focuses on the cognitive effect on emotional state

transition based on GSR wearable sensor. In the result, we find
different reappraisal factors can predict subjects’emotional
state transition well and indirectly confirms the feasibility of
the Gross regulation theory. In the future, we will focus on the
deep learning algorithm to optimize the result of emotion recog⁃
nition. The continuous emotion detection will also be consid⁃
ered.

Emotion and Cognitive Reappraisal Based on GSR Wearable Sensor
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▲Figure 11. The transition curve from self⁃assessment and emotion
sensing system.
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Abstract

Due to the lack of large⁃scale emotion databases, it is hard to obtain comparable improvement in multimodal emotion recognition
of the deep neural network by deep learning, which has made great progress in other areas. We use transfer learning to improve
its performance with pre⁃trained models on large⁃scale data. Audio is encoded using deep speech recognition networks with 500
hours’speech and video is encoded using convolutional neural networks with over 110,000 images. The extracted audio and visu⁃
al features are fed into Long Short⁃Term Memory to train models respectively. Logistic regression and ensemble method are per⁃
formed in decision level fusion. The experiment results indicate that 1) audio features extracted from deep speech recognition net⁃
works achieve better performance than handcrafted audio features; 2) the visual emotion recognition obtains better performance
than audio emotion recognition; 3) the ensemble method gets better performance than logistic regression and prior knowledge from
micro⁃F1 value further improves the performance and robustness, achieving accuracy of 67.00% for“happy”, 54.90% for“an⁃
gry”, and 51.69% for“sad”.

deep neutral network; ensemble method; multimodal emotion recognition; transfer learning
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1 Introduction
motion recognition has won more and more atten⁃
tion due to its key role in artificial intelligence and
human⁃computer interaction [1]. It is hard to under⁃
stand people’s purpose without emotional intelli⁃

gence. When interacting with others, we express our emotion
in multiple ways, e.g., speech, facial expressions, and body lan⁃
guages. We can identify an emotional state more accurately by
observing multimodal information together. Many studies [2],
[3] have verified that the complement of different modalities
can promote the performance and robustness of emotion recog⁃
nition.

In the literature of emotion recognition, many handcrafted
features are explored. In audio emotion recognition, the spec⁃
tral, prosody and voice quality features of audio have different
contributions [4], and various acoustic low ⁃ level descriptors
(LLDs) are proposed. The extended Geneva Minimalistic
Acoustic Parameter Set (eGeMAPS) [5] and the INTER⁃

SPEECH 2014 Computational Paralinguistics ChallengE (Com⁃
ParE) [6] are employed widely [7]-[9]. Various handcrafted fea⁃
tures, such as LBP from Three Orthogonal Planes (LBP⁃TOP),
Scale⁃Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT), Histogram of Orient⁃
ed Gradient (HOG), Local Phase Quantisation from Three Or⁃
thogonal Planes (LPQ⁃TOP), [10], [11], have played important
roles in visual emotion recognition.

In recent years, Deep Neural Networks (DNN), which can ex⁃
tract distinguishable features from raw data, has gained wide
acceptance. Han et al. [12] utilize a DNN to construct audio
emotional utterance⁃level features from segment⁃level probabil⁃
ity distributions to boost its performance. Mao et al. [13] use
Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) to introduce a feature
learning framework, which disentangles affect ⁃salient features
from other noisy factors such as speakers and language in au⁃
dio emotion recognition. Besides, deep CNN has made great
progress in visual emotion recognition. Samira et al. [14] uti⁃
lize CNN hybrid Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN) to model
the spatio⁃temporal evolution of facial features, which is one of
the strongest cues for emotion recognition. Kim et al. [15] con⁃
struct the hierarchical structure with multiple deep CNNs and
achieve over 60% accuracy for static facial emotion recogni⁃
tion.
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However, due to the lack of large⁃scale emotion databases, it
is hard to obtain comparable improvement in multimodal emo⁃
tion recognition by deep learning which has made great prog⁃
ress in other areas. Transfer learning can relieve this tough
problem by applying the previously ⁃acquired knowledge from
other similar problems. Transfer learning exploits the knowl⁃
edge learned from data in auxiliary domains to facilitate predic⁃
tive modeling in the current domain [16]. The strategy for trans⁃
fer learning of deep neutral network is that the trained parame⁃
ters of the source task model act as the initial parameters of
the new target task model. If the source task model has been
trained with adequate data, only the last layer needs to be re⁃
trained for the target task model [17]. Besides, any layer of the
target task model can be fine⁃tuned to be adaptive if necessary
[18].

To exert the power of DNN in multimodal emotion recogni⁃
tion, we extract high level audio ⁃ visual features with transfer
learning in this paper. As mentioned above, DNN has been ap⁃
plied for audio emotion recognition [12], [13]. However, it can⁃
not achieve great performance of DNN due to the small scale of
emotion databases. Transfer learning is also applied for audio
emotion recognition [17], which adopts speaker recognition net⁃
works as the source task. We utilize another strategy that the
trained network of the source task acts as a feature extractor to
extract more intrinsic and robust features for the target task.
The deep speech recognition networks trained with large audio
corpus are used to extract high level audio features for audio
emotion recognition model. The same strategy is applied for vi⁃
sual emotion recognition.

As to the multimodal fusion, feature level fusion and deci⁃
sion level fusion strategies are widely utilized to combine all
the modalities together [19]. Feature level fusion is a straight
strategy, which extracts audio and visual features separately
and then concatenates them into feature vector for final emo⁃
tion recognition [3], [14]. Nevertheless, the alignment of audio
and video with different sampling rate results in difficulty and
inconsistency in multimodal fusion. Moreover, the failure of
feature extraction from any modality will bring about noise in
the multimodal feature vector and finally result in the low accu⁃
racy of emotion recognition. To overcome this problem, Yu and
Zhang [20] ensemble multiple stat⁃of⁃the⁃art face detectors to
improve the face detection accuracy. On the contrary, decision
level fusion assumes each modality is independent and builds
separate emotion recognition models. In the end, the emotion
recognition results of different modalities are fused together.
Kahou et al. [14] use a weighted sum of the class probabilities
estimated by the modality ⁃ specific classifiers to get resulting
score for each class. Kim et al. [15] adopt exponentially⁃weight⁃
ed decision fusion strategy to optimize the weight of different
modalities.

In this paper, we adopt two strategies of decision level fu⁃
sion, logistic regression (LR) and ensemble method. They both
act on the posterior probability value from all the modalities.

LR regards them as intermediate features to train recognition
models, whereas the ensemble method [17] is to choose the bet⁃
ter ones as final results for each test sample. We also combine
these two strategies to raise the accuracy of multimodal emo⁃
tion recognition. Then, we propose the modified ensemble
method with prior knowledge, which can further improve its
performance and robustness.

In the following, Section 2 briefly introduces the proposed
method. Section 3 presents the database and feature set adopt⁃
ed in the experiments. Section 4 describes the details of the en⁃
tire experiment and results. Section 5 concludes this paper.

2 Proposed Method
In this paper, we train deep speech recognition networks

with large audio corpus and CNN model with large image data⁃
bases. The trained models act as feature extractors with trans⁃
fer learning. That is, audio information is encoded with the
DNN based feature extractor and video information is encoded
with the CNN based feature extractor. The extracted audio and
visual features are then fed into Long Short ⁃ Term Memory
(LSTM) to train emotion recognition models separately. Final⁃
ly, LR and the ensemble method are performed to fuse audio
and video emotion recognition results in the decision level fu⁃
sion. Fig. 1 gives the overview of our method. The top and the
bottom dotted boxes in Fig. 1 represent the DNN feature extrac⁃
tor and the CNN feature extractor respectively.

2.1 LSTM Network Structure
LSTM is an extension of RNN, which avoids the gradient dis⁃

appearance and gradient explosion problem. In a standard
RNN, given the input sequence m =(m1, ...,mT) and the hidden
vectors h =(h1, ...,hT) , the output vectors y =(y1, ...yT) are com⁃

CNN: Convolutional Neural Network
DNN: Deep Neural Network

LR: logistic regression
LSTM: Long Short⁃Term Memory

▲ Figure 1. Framework of the proposed method. The audio features
from the DNN feature extractor and video features from the CNN fea⁃
ture extractor are fed into LSTM, and then logistic regression and the
ensemble method are utilized in decision level fusion.

Audio Target task

Source task (500 hours)DNN based feature extractor

LSTMAudio
features

LSTMVideo
features

LR

Ensemble Results

Results

Source task (110000 images)CNN based feature extractor

Video Target task
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puted as:
ht = fact( )Wmhmt +Whhht - 1 + bh , (1)

yt = fout(Whyht + by), (2)
where fact is the activation of the hidden layer, and fout is the
activation of the output layer. The weight matrix Wzz and the bi⁃
as vectors bz are identified by the subscript z ∈{m,h,y} .For ex⁃
ample, Wmh is the input⁃hidden matrix.

LSTM replaces fact with an elaborately designed memory
block including three multiplicative units (the input, the out⁃
put, and forget gates), which are better at storing and accessing
information. What’s more, LSTM can learn long⁃term dynamic
information well. Exactly, emotion is a temporally expression
event which can be better inferred by LSTM network structure.
Therefore, LSTM is used for training emotion recognition mod⁃
els.
2.2 Decision Level Fusion

We utilize two different decision level fusion strategies to en⁃
hance the performance of multimodal emotion recognition.
Firstly, LR is performed based on the combination of posterior
probability values from different modalities. Secondly, we con⁃
sider the ensemble method with confidence, which chooses a
better one as the final result among different predicted results
based on the difference of posterior probability. When fusing
predicted results from different networks for each test sample,
Huang et al. [17] point out that the difference between the top
two posterior probabilities could be an indicator of confidence
of the category with the top entry value. In other words, larger
difference of posterior probability makes predicted results
more reliable.

In this paper, we adopt the ensemble method with confi⁃
dence to fuse audio and visual emotion recognition results.
Suppose y v

1,m , y v
2,n denote the top two video posterior probabil⁃

ities and ya
1, i , ya

2, j denote the top two audio posterior probabili⁃
ties, where m , n , i , j , are labels. The output of ensemble
follows this strategy [17]:

l = ìí
î

m, (y v
1,m - y v

2,n)≥(ya
1, i - ya

2, j)
i, otherwise . (3)

Actually, one modality may have better performance than an⁃
other. For instance, visual emotion recognition performs better
than audio emotion recognition [10], [11]. However, wrong pre⁃
dicted results may interfere the correct predicted results dur⁃
ing multimodal decision level fusion using the ensemble meth⁃
od. Therefore, we propose a modified ensemble method with
prior knowledge, and the idea behind this method is to favor
the one with better performance to maintain its great perfor⁃
mance when fusing with other modalities. In particular, we cal⁃

culate the micro⁃F1 value [21] in (4).

Mmicro =Mæ
è
ç

ö
ø
÷∑

λ = 1

m

t pλ,∑
λ = 1

m

f pλ,∑
λ = 1

m

tnλ,∑
λ = 1

m

f nλ ， (4)

where λ denotes one sample, m denotes the number of sam⁃
ples, M denotes the calculation of F1 ⁃ score and tpλ , fpλ ,
tnλ , fnλ denote true positives, false positives, true negatives,
and false negatives of sample λ . The difference of the micro⁃
F1 values of two different predicted results is regarded as prior
knowledge to lay stress on the one having higher micro⁃F1 val⁃
ue. Suppose the network of y v

1,m has higher micro ⁃ F1 value,
the proposed ensemble method with prior knowledge from mi⁃
cro⁃F1 value follows this strategy:
l = ìí

î

m, (y v
1,m - y v

2,n) + d≥(ya
1, i - ya

2, j),
i, otherwise (5)

where d is the positive difference of micro ⁃F1 values. Equa⁃
tion (5) indicates that we still choose the predicted results hav⁃
ing smaller difference of the posterior probabilities within the
range of difference of the micro⁃F1 values.

3 Database and Feature Set
In this paper, we utilize Chinese Natural Audio⁃Visual Emo⁃

tion Database (CHEAVD) [22], which is collected from movies,
talk shows and TV shows and is composed of audio⁃video short
clips. Seven emotional categories, namely angry, disgust, fear,
happy, sad, surprise, and neutral, are chosen and their distribu⁃
tions are shown in Table 1. Some examples of different types
of facial expression images are shown in Fig. 2. The database
is divided into three sets: training, validation, and test, approxi⁃
mating the proportion of 7:1:2.
3.1 Audio Features

To evaluate the performance of audio features extracted
▼Table 1. Number of samples for seven emotional categories

Category
Number

Angry
462

Disgust
310

Fear
56

Happy
440

Sad
460

Surprise
190

Neutral
300

▲Figure 2. Different types of facial expression images.

Angry Disgust Fear Happy Sad Surprise Neutral
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from deep speech recognition networks, we also extract hand⁃
crafted audio features for audio emotion recognition. Specifical⁃
ly, we add the first dimension of the Mel ⁃Filterbank Cepstral
Coefficients (MFCC 0), the first order and second derivatives
of all the low⁃level descriptors (LLDs) to the ComParE [6]. The
resulting features 147 LLDs [9] for every frame are extracted
by openSMILE.

On the other hand, we extract high level audio features from
pre⁃trained deep speech recognition networks. Bottleneck fea⁃
tures were designed for automatic speech recognition [23] and
since then have been integrated into many top⁃performing ASR
systems. We extract emotion bottleneck features from a DNN
network (Fig. 3a) and a bottleneck DNN network (Fig. 3b) for
comparison. The DNN network has six hidden layers and each
layer has 1024 nodes. The last layer of bottleneck DNN net⁃
work has 60 nodes. These two networks are trained with 500
hours spontaneous and accented Mandarin speech corpus us⁃
ing 13⁃dimensional MFCC features plus their 1st and 2nd or⁃
der derivatives. The trained deep speech recognition networks
act as DNN based feature extractors with transfer learning. We
can obtain high level audio features from the output of emotion
audio given by the last hidden layer.
3.2 Visual Feature Extraction

We utilize pre⁃trained CNN network to extract high level vi⁃
sual features in visual emotion recognition. We train an effec⁃
tive deep CNN with Celebrity Faces in the Wild (CFW) [24]
and Facescurb [25] dataset, which have over 110,000 face im⁃
ages from 1032 people for training in all. The CNN architec⁃
ture contains three fully connected layers and five convolution⁃
al layers as shown in Fig. 4. The trained CNN model acts as
CNN based feature extractor with transfer learning. We utilize
the tracking algorithm and toolkit [26] to detect human face
from video clips. The detected face images are scaled into 100×
100 pixels and fed into trained CNN network to extract the
9216⁃dimensional features from the 5th pooling layer. Finally,
the random forest is employed for feature selection and two dif⁃
ferent dimensional features, namely 1024 and 2048, are kept

for comparison. Fig. 3 shows the diagram of visual features ex⁃
traction.

4 Experiments

4.1 Audio and Visual Emotion Recognition
After obtaining audio and visual features, LSTM is utilized

to train audio and visual emotion recognition models separate⁃
ly. The audio network includes one hidden layer, one LSTM
layer and one softmax regression layer. The hidden layer con⁃
verts audio features into proper dimensional features for the
LSTM layer followed by the softmax layer. The hyper⁃parame⁃
ters are chosen by the prediction accuracy in the validation
set. The hidden layer and LSTM layer both have 128 nodes
and the weight decay in the softmax regression layer is 0.0001.
We use dropout after LSTM with the rate 0.5. The visual net⁃
work architecture is the same as the audio network architec⁃
ture except different dimensional input. The experiment re⁃
sults are shown in Table 2, where a60 and a1024 denote 60
bottleneck acoustic features and 1024 acoustic features from
DNN, while v1024 and v2048 denote 1024 visual features and
2048 visual features from CNN.

DNN: Deep Neural Network MFCC: Mel⁃Filterbank Cepstral Coefficients

Conv: convolutional layer
Pool: pooling layer

Full: fully⁃connected layer
CNN: Convolutional Neural Network

▲Figure 4. Diagram of visual features extraction.

▲Figure 3. Diagram of audio features extraction.

b) Bottleneck DNN networka) DNN network

▼Table 2. Recognition accuracy for audio and video modalities

Features
Handcrafted audio features (147)

a60
a1024
v1024
v2048

Accuracy
0.31
0.40
0.36
0.45
0.46

…

…

…

…

…

…

MFCC

DNN hidden
layers

Audio
1024

features

MFCC

DNN hidden
layers

Audio
60

features
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Layer 8: Softmax output

Layer 7: Full

Layer 6: Full

Layer 5: Conv+Pool

Layer 4: Conv

Layer 3: Conv

Layer 2: Conv+Pool
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Input image

Random
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Table 2 indicates the audio features extracted from DNN
achieve better performance than handcrafted audio features
significantly. Especially, 60 bottleneck acoustic features ex⁃
tracted from the bottleneck DNN network achieve superior per⁃
formance than 147 handcrafted audio features, which indicates
the DNN extracted audio features have more suitable character⁃
istics to be trained with LSTM than handcrafted audio features.
Therefore, we only adopt the DNN audio features in the multi⁃
modal decision level fusion. Also, Table 2 indicates visual
emotion recognition obtains better performance than audio
emotion recognition, which is consistent with Wu’s work [10]
and Sun’s work [11].
4.2 Multimodal Decision Level Fusion

To obtain better emotion recognition from both of the audio
and video modalities, we utilize two decision level fusion strate⁃
gies. Firstly, LR is utilized to fuse the posterior probability re⁃
sults of audio and visual emotion recognition. As a result, we
obtain predicted results and preserve corresponding posterior
probability results from LR which will be used in the following
steps. Secondly, the ensemble method explained by (3) is per⁃
formed. The experiment results are shown in Table 3, where
LR and ensemble denote logistic regression and the ensemble
method respectively.

Compared with Table 2, Table 3 indicates the multimodal
decision level fusion can improve the performance obviously.
Moreover, the ensemble method gets better performance than
LR. In the following experiments, we only utilize the ensemble
method. In addition, the results of LR act as the new model re⁃
sults for decision level fusion. Fig. 5 shows that the results of
LR are fused with corresponding audio and video results using

the ensemble method, which combines logistic regression and
the ensemble method. The experiment results based on Fig. 5
are shown in Table 4, where LR (a60_v1024) denotes the re⁃
sults of logistic regression from a60 and v1024, and so forth.

From Table 4, we can observe that the performance has
been improved compared with Table 3 as a whole, especially
when fusing the results of logistic regression with correspond⁃
ing audio results. This strategy takes advantage of logistic re⁃
gression and the ensemble method together, which can pro⁃
mote the performance of multimodal emotion recognition. We
also fuse the results of logistic regression with corresponding
audio and video results together. However, it is observed from
Table 4 that the performance of third column has not been im⁃
proved compared with the first column.
4.3 The Ensemble Method with Prior Knowledge

Although the modality with good performance has correct
predicted results for some test samples, wrong predicted re⁃
sults of other modalities may be chosen as final results due to
its larger difference of posterior probability in multimodal fu⁃
sion using the ensemble method. Therefore, we modify the en⁃
semble method in such way that prior knowledge from the mi⁃
cro⁃F1 value is introduced to favor the modality with better per⁃
formance to maintain its great performance when fusing with
other modalities. We conducted experiments described by (5).
The value of d is obtained from the validation set and applied
in the test set. The experiment results on the basis of Table 4
are shown in Table 5, the value in brackets is d .

Compared with Table 4, Table 5 shows better and more ro⁃
bust performance for different feature combinations and ob⁃
tains the best accuracy of 0.52, which verifies the effectiveness
of proposed ensemble method. The confusion matrix of the
above best result is shown in Fig. 6. The confusion matrix indi⁃

LR: logistic regression

▲Figure 5. Fusion between the results of LR with corresponding audio
and video results using the ensemble method.

LR: logistic regression

▼Table 3. Recognition accuracies for multimodal decision level fusion
(LR and the ensemble method)

Accuracy

a60
a1024

v1024
LR
0.48
0.47

Ensemble
0.49
0.47

v2048
LR
0.49
0.47

Ensemble
0.49
0.48

▼Table 5. Recognition accuracy using the ensemble method with prior
knowledge

Accuracy
LR (a60_v1024)
LR (a60_v2048)

LR (a_1024_v1024)
LR (a1024_v2048)

Audio
0.52 (0.086)
0.51 (0.095)
0.48 (0.113)
0.51 (0.111)

Video
0.48 (0.032)
0.49 (0.032)
0.48 (0.023)
0.47 (0.011)

▼Table 4. Recognition accuracy of fusion between the results of LR with
corresponding audio and video results using the ensemble method

LR: logistic regression

Accuracy
LR (a60_v1024)
LR (a60_v2048)

LR (a1024_v1024)
LR (a1024_v2048)

Audio
0.51
0.51
0.47
0.49

Video
0.47
0.46
0.48
0.45

Audio+Video
0.51
0.49
0.48
0.46Audio

Ensemble

Video

LR
(audio_video)

Results

Ensemble Results

Ensemble Results
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cates that our method performs well for“happy”,“angry”,
“sad”and“disgust”, but poorly for“fear”and“surprise”be⁃
cause of their relatively small number of examples resulting in
inadequate training. Since“neutral”is the neutral state of a
person and could be easily confused with other emotions, e.g.
happy. The performance of“neutral”is also not good since it
has an overlap with most of other categories.

The prior knowledge from the micro⁃F1 value could further
improve the performance and robustness of multimodal emo⁃
tion recognition. Actually, the micro ⁃ F1 value is calculated
with the predicted results of different modalities. Therefore,
the proposed method is based on data⁃driven without addition⁃
al expert knowledge and can be applied to other multimodal fu⁃
sion fields easily.

5 Conclusions
To improve the performance of multimodal emotion recogni⁃

tion with small amount of training data, we use transfer learn⁃
ing for the pre ⁃ trained deep neural network models on large ⁃
scale data for both audio and visual feature extraction. Com⁃
pared with handcrafted audio features, the audio features ex⁃
tracted from deep speech recognition networks can improve
the performance of audio emotion recognition significantly. Be⁃
sides, the experiment results indicate visual emotion recogni⁃
tion obtains higher performance than audio emotion recogni⁃
tion. Finally, we utilize logistic regression and the ensemble
method in decision level fusion, and then combine their advan⁃
tages to improve the performance of multimodal emotion recog⁃
nition. We consider the confidence of the emotion recognition
results from each modality, and also introduce the prior knowl⁃
edge obtained from F1⁃score to favor the modality with better
performance in particular. This proposed method further im⁃

proves the performance and robustness than the original en⁃
semble method. The data⁃driven characteristic of this method
makes it easier to be applied to other multimodal fusion fields
without any additional expert knowledge. In the future, we will
introduce text contexts into multimodal emotion recognition,
and also utilize transfer learning to improve the performance of
cross⁃language emotion recognition.

▲Figure 6. Confusion matrix of the best recognition accuracy using the
ensemble method with prior knowledge (%).
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Abstract

In this paper, we describe a method of emotion analysis on social big data. Social big data means text data that is emerging on In⁃
ternet social networking services.We collect multilingual web corpora and annotated emotion tags to these corpora for the purpose
of emotion analysis. Because these data are constructed by manual annotation, their quality is high but their quantity is low. If we
create an emotion analysis model based on this corpus with high quality and use the model for the analysis of social big data, we
might be able to statistically analyze emotional sensesand behavior of the people in Internet communications, which we could not
know before. In this paper, we create an emotion analysis model that integrate the high⁃quality emotion corpus and the automatic⁃
constructed corpus that we created in our past studies, and then analyze a large⁃scale corpus consisting of Twitter tweets based on
the model. As the result of time⁃series analysis on the large⁃scale corpus and the result of model evaluation, we show the effective⁃
ness of our proposed method.
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1 Introduction
n the past 10 years, information and communication
techniques increased their speed and became more
stabilized. Especially in business scenes, communica⁃
tions and information exchanges by the Internet are

essential. The text data generated among people communicat⁃
ing on the Internet have been referred to and reused in various
scenes, and they have become more and more important. One
of the merits of text data is their sizes. Their sizes are smaller
than those of image data or audio data; moreover, their sizes
can be further reduced by compression without decreasing the
amount of information. On the other hand, it is still a difficult
task for computers (artificial intelligence) to accurately analyze
writers’intentions from text information, although computers
continue to increase their speed and accuracy of data process⁃
ing. Without reading between the lines or understanding con⁃
textual information or background knowledge, it would be diffi⁃
cult to understand semantic or affective information precisely.
Thus, a text mining technique has been developed to reshape
and analyze (calculate) data so that people can interpret the da⁃
ta easily. By using the text mining technique, we can study
trends in certain topics from large⁃scale text data on the Web.

Comments on SNS or Internet articles on hot news are often
distributed rapidly. They tend to be stored in our conscious⁃

ness as implicit knowledge. Such implicit knowledge is essen⁃
tial for human communications. Therefore, we thought that dia⁃
logue agents or dialogue robots would be able to generate a
greater variety of responses by using implicit knowledge. Re⁃
cently, a technique of the Internet of Things has been devel⁃
oped, and velocity of information communication from human
to SNS as well as from SNS to things such as robots has in⁃
creased. All intelligent systems connected to the Internet have
been required to process a huge amount of data.

A humanoid robot constructed by Ref Lab has a human ap⁃
pearance [1]-[3]. This robot has emotions by itself. By control⁃
ling the emotions, it can communicate with humans not only
with language but also with gestures, voices and facial expres⁃
sions. What is more necessary for robots to make natural con⁃
versations with humans is not an information processing mech⁃
anism higher than humans, but a sensitivity and an ability to
feel sympathy for others that affect their next behavior. Social
big data usually includes information related to opinions or
sensibilities of many people. To apply this information to con⁃
versation with humans, robots must make responses by refer⁃
ring to the information that is suitable for the personal attri⁃
butes of the conversation partner, such as knowledge level,
gender, age, job and hobby. The emotion analysis of social big
data would be necessary for further advancement of robots that
can talk with humans.

In this paper, we will survey text mining techniques for emo⁃
tion analysis of social big data on social media, and propose an

I
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emotion analysis approach for social big data by using existing
techniques.

2 Emotion Analysis of Text Data
In this section, we introduce related research projects on

emotion analysis, the linguistic resources and text mining
methods that have been constructed and proposed by our re⁃
search groups.
2.1 Ren⁃CECps

Quan and Ren [4] constructed a weblog corpus,“Ren⁃CE⁃
Cps,”for emotion analysis. They made the corpus by anno⁃
tatingemotion tags on weblog articles written in Chinese by
word, sentence, paragraph and article units. Quan et al. [5]
studied emotion analysis based on this corpus.

In addition to this study, several other studies have applied
this corpus to Chinese emotion analysis [6]-[8]. However, be⁃
cause this corpus was made by collecting Chinese weblog arti⁃
cles, we cannot directly use the corpus for application to other
languages without translation.
2.2 Japanese⁃English Parallel Emotion Corpus

There are several studies that applied emotion analysis to
other languages, such as [9] and [10]. Some of the studies tried
approaches used for English or other languages, adjusted pa⁃
rameters to become more suitable for other languages, or
changed how to construct a corpus. On the other hand, regard⁃
ing languages with large differences, Matsumoto and Ren [11]
studied Japanese⁃English emotion estimation. It is said that au⁃
tomatic translation between the Japanese and English languag⁃
es is comparatively difficult. Although neural machine transla⁃
tion (NMT) methods [12] have been developed in recent years,
it is still difficult to obtain their perfect parallel translation re⁃
lations.

Matsumoto et al. [13] considered that a small number of cor⁃
pora with annotation of emotion labels was available. They pro⁃
posed a method to automatically construct an emotion corpus
in different languages based on one language. They used a Jap⁃
anese ⁃English parallel corpus and Japanese ⁃English transla⁃
tion dictionary to refine translation candidates by word unit
based on the correspondence relations between emotion polari⁃
ties of the word and the sentence. Then they added similar sen⁃
tences to the training data and realized accuracy improvement.

Because our research aimed to analyze emotion in Japanese
tweets, it was a problem that there were few Japanese emotion⁃
labeled corpora. Shortage of annotated data is also seen in oth⁃
er languages. Therefore, a semi⁃automatic corpus construction
method was proposed to reduce the cost of manual labeling
[14].
2.3 Weblog Depression Corpus

Matsumoto et al. [15] constructed a corpus that collected we⁃

blogs with annotation of the writers’emotions for the purpose
of early detection of depressive tendency in the writers. The
target weblog articles were written by those who were depres⁃
sive or had depressive tendency and those who did not have de⁃
pressive tendency. This corpus annotated emotion tags by sen⁃
tence and article units and articles written in about one month
were chronologically listed for each writer.

They also constructed a depression key phrase dictionary
that registered key phrases often used by depressed patients. A
system to detect depression tendency was constructed using
this dictionary and its efficiency was evaluated [15].

Ren et al. [16] proposed a new paradigm called“Enriching
Mental Engineering”to deal with mental health mechanically
and constructed corpora and dictionaries. Based on these cor⁃
pora and dictionaries, they analyzed the blogs written by those
with depression tendencies and described the results. In this
study, they considered a method to classify bloggers into those
with depressive or non⁃depressive tendency. Their method was
based on a scale called“emotional density,”changes of a blog⁃
ger’s emotional states, and frequencies of expressed emotions.
2.4 Japanese Youth Slang Emotion Corpus

Ren and Matsumoto [14] proposed a method to semi ⁃ auto⁃
matically construct a weblog emotion corpus including Japa⁃
nese slangs. The source corpus was constructed manually and
consisted of utterance sentences collected on the Web. These
utterances included one or more slangs. To study the relevance
of these slangs and emotions, they compared the results of emo⁃
tion estimations when slangs were used as feature or not.

This method is based on an assumption that unknown ex⁃
pressions such as slang expressions are expressing emotions of
the utterances in the training data. With this assumption, they
constructed a slang emotion corpus and used the corpus for
semi⁃automatic construction of slang emotion corpora. Howev⁃
er, as the number of unknown slangs continues to increase, the
corpus must be updated constantly. Therefore, semi⁃automatic
construction still requires a lot of manual tasks.

In this study, we proposed a method to annotate emotion la⁃
bels based on reliable and less ambiguous information such as
emotional expressions, pictogram (emoji) or emoticon (face⁃
mark). By this method, we attempted to avoid excessive person⁃
al costs.

As for many slangs and expressions whose meanings and
surfaces are not related to each other, it is difficult to judge
whether they are used as slang or not; therefore, we did not
treat slangs as special expressions in this study.
2.5 Personality Analysis

Matsumoto et al. [17] proposed a method to analyze a user’s
personality based on his/her SNS posts. Personality analysis
has been attracting a lot of attention recently and is realized in
IBM Watson [18]. The method proposed by Matsumoto et al.
acquires distributed representations from a set of chronologi⁃
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cally sorted tweets and correlates those tweets and egogram as⁃
sessment results.

This correlated data is trained by ego ⁃ state unit using ma⁃
chine learning method, and the ego⁃state level classifier is con⁃
structed. In this way, they have succeeded in analyzing Twitter
users’personalities chronologically. Twitter is being updated
every day and the number of its active users is now 328,000,
000 (June 2016-April 2017), which is the largest number of
users among microblog SNS (mainly using short texts). We
thought that Twitter would be suitable as a social big data re⁃
pository to analyze tendencies of people’s personalities.

In this paper, we try to apply distributed semantic represen⁃
tations, which were used for personality analysis, to emotion
analysis. By converting text data into distributed semantic rep⁃
resentations, we use them as features. This makes a classifier
more robust to unknown expressions that are not included in
training data and reduce dimensions of feature space. As a re⁃
sult, we think it will be possible for largely reducing calcula⁃
tion time.

3 Hybrid Emotion Estimation Model
In this paper, we acquire semantic distribution representa⁃

tions of words based on a machine learning method by using
Twitter data, and estimate emotions by using the obtained dis⁃
tribution representations. Moreover, we integrate a manually
annotated emotion corpus and an automatically annotated emo⁃
tion corpus, and use them as a training data set for a Hybrid
Emotion Estimation Model (HEEM). We try to use this model
for large⁃scale data that is thought to include a lot of unknown
information.
3.1 Construction of a Hybrid Emotion Estimation Model

Many of the previous training data for machine learning
were manually annotated by reliable workers. However, gener⁃
ally, complex machine learning such as deep learning requires
a certain amountof data. Small ⁃ sized data is not enough to
learn a model with sufficient accuracy. Therefore, recently, da⁃
ta augmentation method and transferring learning have been
studied a lot to increase training data automatically.

As a method to easily increase training data,“distant super⁃
vision”has been attracting attention recently.This method in⁃
creases training data by automatically generating labeled data
from unlabeled data in information extraction tasks. Different
from a semi⁃supervised learning, the method does not use la⁃
beled data directly for training, but uses them as clues to ex⁃
tract labeled data automatically from unlabeled data.

We focus on“emojis”that explicitly express emotions, and
use the approach to automatically increase the training data for
use of machine learning, by annotating emotion labels to utter⁃
ances that include emojis. Our proposed method uses a trained
model by Emoji2Vec [19] and calculates similarities between
pictographs. As for emotion labels, we use seven emotions (joy,

love, surprise, anger, sorrow, anxiety, and neutral). One of the
seven emotion labels is annotated on faces created with combi⁃
nations of 67 characters (Facemark, including cats’facial ex⁃
pressions). As for emotions without any annotation of labels,
we look at the labeled pictographs with similar vectors. Emo⁃
tions of the most similar five pictographs are annotated as emo⁃
tion labels of the unlabeled emoticon. Equation (1) shows anno⁃
tation of an emotion vector onan emoticon.

EE(top5) indicates a set of the most similar five emotion⁃la⁃
beled pictographs with a target emoticon ei . sim( )ei,eej indi⁃
cates similarity between emoticon ei and emotion labeled emoti⁃
con eej . If similarity is low, the emoticon might be a noise. In
this study, we decide a threshold of similarity as 0.3. When
emoticon similarity falls below 0.3, the emoticon is excluded
from EE (top5).
evecei = 1

||EE( )top5 ∑
eej ∈EE( )top5

s( )ei,eej × eveceej. (1)

There are over 2,000 kinds of pictographs available in Twit⁃
ter. The number of pictographs to which we could annotate
emoticon emotion vectors by using the above method was 955.
We call the dictionary that registers pictographs with annota⁃
tion of emotion vectors as“Emoji Emotion Vector Dictionary
(EEVD)”. We annotated emotion vectors on tweets including
pictographs by using the EEVD. If one tweet included more
than one emoticon, we annotated the average value of the emoji
emotion vectors on the tweet. We used the set of tweets with an⁃
notated emotion vectors as a training data set.

We tried to analyze emotion accurately by combining the
emotion analysis model derived from the manually annotated
emotion corpus and the emotion analysis model derived from
the automatically labeled emotion corpus. In the case of the
manually labeled corpus, because the corpus size is small, the
model based on that corpus is thought to be weak to unknown
expressions. Therefore, we tried to construct an emotion analy⁃
sis model robust to unknown expressions by considering word
distribution representations and subword information.

On the other hand, the automatically labeled corpus in⁃
cludes various expressions. However, there might be included
many tweets that have no features in tweet texts except for the
pictographs, because the corpus was automatically labeled
based on pictographs. The emotion analysis model derived
from pictographs might have advantages in estimation from
tweets with fewer features; however, the model might be weak
to direct expressions.

Therefore, in this study, we attempted hybrid emotion analy⁃
sis by the following two types of methods.

1) Model Switching Method (MSM)
This method switches the model for emotion analysis by

judging whether the model is suitable for the input tweet. For
judgment of the model, we used the content rates of unknown
word (CRunk), emoji (CRemoji), emoticon (CRface), and emotional ex⁃
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pression (CRem) as features. The model switching classifier was
trained by support vector machine (SVM) using 10,000 sen⁃
tences from each corpus used for each model training.

2) Mixed Model Method (MMM)
Because the corpus size affects training, we constructed the

emotion analysis model by using both the automatic annotation
corpus and the manual corpus. Fig. 1 shows the making flow of
HEEM.

The emotion estimation model based on pictographs uses
tweets with annotation of emotion vectors as training data. Our
method clusters emotion vectors, tries to make a model to esti⁃
mate emotion vector clusters, and finally constructs a fine ⁃
grained emotion analysis model.

Many of the existing studies sought to estimate emotion cate⁃
gories; therefore, they made training data by considering that
one sentence corresponded to one emotion.However, there are
tweets including more than one pictograph, so we thought that
it would be possible to assume that these tweets express more
than one emotion.

Our method estimated the emotion vector cluster to which
the tweet is thought to belong based on skip ⁃ gram model.
Then, we calculateda tweet emotion vector by multiplying the
probability value of the estimated cluster and a centroid vec⁃
tor. In this process, we improved general versatility of emotion
analysis by using the top K clusters with highest probability
values for calculation.
3.2 Emotion Analysis by Time Series for Each User

Attribute
The profiles of twitter users are attribute information of the

users and written by themselves. However, in the default set⁃
ting of Twitter, the profile must be written in free format; there⁃
fore, the quality of attribute information for each user differs.

Twifile [20] is a website where Twitter users can register de⁃
tailed profile information such as self⁃introduction, annotations
of“personal tag,”“favorite tag,”“unfavorite tag,”etc. Table
1 summarizes frequently appearing tag information.

In our study, we regarded such tag information as features
indicating attributes and clustered the users. For each set of
three kinds of tags (“personal tag,”“favorite tag,”and“unfa⁃
vorite tag”), we converted those tag sets into 300 ⁃dimension⁃
word ⁃distributed representation ⁃averaged vectors and created
900⁃dimension real⁃valued vectors. We employed these as us⁃
er vectors and divided them into k clusters by using the unsu⁃
pervised clustering method (k⁃means method).

For each user cluster, we chronologically sorted out the
tweet sets by 7 ⁃ day units, calculated the emotion expression
tweets’emotions by HEEM, and visualized the result. Fig. 2
shows the number of users of each cluster. From this figure, we
can find uneven numbers of users according to clusters. We
thought it natural that hobbies or attributes would vary among
the registered users. The clusters with a small number of users
might include other accounts of the same users. Therefore, us⁃
er clustering was thought to be effective for removing noise for
detecting tendency.
Figs. 3, 4, and 5 show the time⁃series analysis results when

the number of clusters was divided as 5, 10, and 15. The colors
of lines show the kinds of emotions.

The results showed that we could grasp the tendency by fo⁃
cusing on users’attributes. However, analysis with larger data⁃
sets for longer periods would be necessary because the dataset
used in this experiment was small. It has already been prove⁃
din the existing studies that there are differences in accuracy
of emotion analysis depending on the difference of emotion ex⁃
pressions for each user’s attribute [21]. Therefore, it would be
necessary to create an emotion analysis model adjusted for
each user’s attribute.

4 Experiment

4.1 Model Evaluation of HEEM
We conducted an experiment to validate the effectiveness of

the proposed method. As an evaluation test set, we used the
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Emoji EmotionVector Dictionary

▲Figure 1. Making flow of hybrid emotion estimation model.

▼Table 1. Examples of frequently appearing tags

Favorite tag
Anime
Game
Music
Cat

VOCALOID
Comic

Voice Actor

746
575
575
425
340
333
309

Unfavorite tag
Insect
Horror

Cockroach
Male

Female
Cat

Anime

688
220
194
157
155
153
151

Personal tag
Female
Male

Blood type A
Blood type O
Blood type B

High⁃school student
Student

1258
891
584
473
409
381
296

Large Tweet Collection Manually Emotion Tagged Corpus(weblog, scenario, etc.)

Tweet extraction
(including emojis)

Automatic emotion tagged
by emoji

Automatic emotion labelled
tweet corpus

Training of [subword & skipgram] model
by neural networks

HEEM

Neural Networks

HEEM: Hybrid Emotion Estimation Model
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tweet sentences of 15 male and 15 female users. Table 2
shows details of the test set and the training data. We used fast⁃
Text [22]-[24] as a machine learning tool for training word⁃dis⁃
tributed representations and an emotion classifier. The learn⁃
ing parameter was set for a skip⁃gram model as window=5, di⁃
mension: 300. Other parameters were used as default settings.

We conducted the experiments under the following four by
the emotion estimation model created by training on the auto⁃
matically labeled corpus:

1) The emotion estimation model created by training on the
automaticallylabeled corpus

2) The emotion estimation model created by training on the
manuallylabeled corpus

3) Model Switching Method (MSM)
4) Mixed Model Method (MMM)
The following subsections describe the experimental results

and discussions.
4.2 Experimental Results

The experimental results for male and female users under
Condition 1) are shown in Figs. 6 and 7. The lower numbers of
the horizontal axis indicate cluster numbers, and the upper
numbers of the horizontal axis indicate the parameter K, which
means the number of examples used for emotion estimation.
When the number of clusters is over 16, big differences are not
found between their accuracies. When the value of K is 3, F1⁃
Scores are very high.

It was found that the precisions in females became higher

than those in males when the cluster number was 32. The pre⁃
vious survey already proved that female users more often use
pictographs than male uses. This means that the emotion esti⁃
mation model based on emoticons is suitable for emotion esti⁃
mation of female users’tweets. Table 3 shows the experimen⁃
tal results under Condition 2).

As seen in the results, the averaged F1⁃Scores did not show
distinctive differences between male and female users. Over⁃
all, these results under Condition 2) showed higher accuracy
than the results under Condition 1).

Next, we evaluated the accuracy under Condition 3) and
Condition 4) that combined two models. Tables 4 and 5 show
the results. The results showed that the mixed model had the
highest F1⁃Score. Simply, as for F1⁃Score, if we use automati⁃
cally an annotated corpus based on emoticons to create a mod⁃
el, the general versatility may increase; however, the accuracy
would decrease compared to the model based on the manually
annotated corpus.
4.3 Discussions

In the evaluation experiment, the highest accuracy was ob⁃
served in MMM. That proves the effectiveness of the model
that trains on both the high quality manual corpus and the auto⁃
matically labeled emotion corpus. On the other hand, the cor⁃
pus was added under the limited condition that the tweets in⁃
cluded pictographs. We should further consider a method of
adding under other conditions such as that the tweets include
emoticons or emotion expressions.We did not find big differ⁃
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e) clusterNo=5

▲Figure 3. Results of time⁃series analysis of emotion when the number of clusters was 5.

▲Figure 2. Number of users in each cluster.

a) Number of clusters: 5 b) Number of clusters: 10 c) Number of clusters: 15
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ences between the analysis accuracies of male and female us⁃
ers. The results might suggest that creating different emotion
estimation models for males and females is important.

We trained with the word⁃distributed representations based
on skip ⁃gram as features to increase versatility. However, the
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▲Figure 4. Results of time⁃series analysis of emotion analysis when the number of clusters was 10.

▲Figure 5. Results of time⁃series analysis of emotion when the number of clusters was 15.

▼Table 2. Evaluation test set and training data

Test data (labeled)
4483 tweets

(Male: 15 users)
4479 tweets

(Female: 15 users)

Training data (labeled)
MAC: 46,979
sentences

AAC: 198,968
sentences

Pretraining data (unlabeled)

1,100,000 tweets
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differences according to gender might be absorbed by using
the word⁃distributed representation model based on the corpus
collected,regardless of gender. Therefore, we could not consid⁃
er frequently appearing emotional expressions or usage of
these emotional expressions according to gender.

The MMM achieved higher accuracy than the MSM. For this
reason, we believe that the feature used for switching the mod⁃
els had problems. We used the content rates of unknown word
(CRunk), emoji (CRemoji), emoticon (CRface), and emotional expres⁃

sion (CRem) of tweets as features; however, there were few
tweets including emoji in the test data used for the experiment.
Table 6 summarizes the accuracy using AAC model for each
gender, and the CRunk, CRemoji, CRface, and CRem of failure and suc⁃
cess tweets.

This table showed that the number of female users selecting
the AAC model was 8 times larger than the number of male us⁃
ers, and the accuracy was also higher. There were almost no
differences in CRunk or CRem according to gender; however, CRemoji

for females was higher than that of males, and CRface of males
was a little higher than that of females. However, this result
does not prove that the more emojis are included, the more suc⁃
cessful emotion estimation becomes. Considering that the
MSM sometimes can but sometimes cannot select the appropri⁃
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▲Figure 6. Experimental results of the emotion estimation model by
automatically annotated corpus (male).

▲Figure 7. Experimental results of the emotion estimation model by
automatically annotated corpus (female).

▼Table 3. Experimental results under Condition 2)

Label

Anxiety
Love
Joy

Sorrow
Neutral
Anger

Surprise
Average

Male
Precision
0.292
0.220
0.931
0.226
0.397
0.141
0.251
0.351

Recall
0.480
0.791
0.905
0.599
0.386
0.755
0.110
0.575

F1⁃score
0.363
0.344
0.918
0.328
0.391
0.238
0.153
0.391

Female
Precision
0.261
0.251
0.940
0.194
0.372
0.168
0.314
0.357

Recall
0.657
0.775
0.950
0.570
0.297
0.663
0.116
0.575

F1⁃score
0.373
0.379
0.945
0.289
0.331
0.268
0.169
0.394

▼Table 5. Experimental results with Condition 4) (MMM)

Label

Anxiety
Love
Joy

Sorrow
Neutral
Anger

Surprise
Average

Male
Precision
0.271
0.213
0.898
0.262
0.446
0.134
0.178
0.343

Recall
0.442
0.769
0.968
0.584
0.296
0.706
0.251
0.574

F1⁃score
0.336
0.333
0.932
0.362
0.356
0.225
0.208
0.393

Female
Precision
0.224
0.247
0.918
0.226
0.431
0.217
0.158
0.346

Recall
0.554
0.774
0.958
0.692
0.321
0.337
0.225
0.552

F1⁃score
0.319
0.375
0.938
0.341
0.368
0.264
0.186
0.399

▼Table 4. Experimental results with Condition 3) (MSM)

Label

Anxiety
Love
Joy

Sorrow
Neutral
Anger

Surprise
Average

Male
Precision
0.288
0.219
0.931
0.228
0.395
0.141
0.249
0.350

Recall
0.478
0.797
0.905
0.598
0.386
0.752
0.103
0.574

F1⁃score
0.360
0.343
0.918
0.331
0.390
0.238
0.146
0.389

Female
Precision
0.244
0.251
0.940
0.196
0.369
0.164
0.247
0.344

Recall
0.629
0.777
0.950
0.576
0.280
0.620
0.120
0.564

F1⁃score
0.351
0.380
0.945
0.292
0.318
0.260
0.161
0.387
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128
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64
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32

1 2 3
16

1 2 3
7

F⁃Score, Precision, Recall (female)

F P R

Accuracy

Failure
Success

Male
0.573 (43/75)CRunk

0.616
0.653

CRemoji
0.038
0.055

CRface
0.001
0.002

CRem
0.005
0.006

Female
0.688 (353/513)CRunk

0.676
0.675

CRemoji
0.065
0.059

CRface
0.005
0.227

CRem
0.007
0.009

▼Table 6. Accuracy using AAC model for each gender and CRunk,
CR emoji, CR face, and CRem



ate model, we thought that the accuracy was not improved com⁃
pared to when another model was used.

The evaluation test corpus collected the tweets written by
the famous twitter users, so the corpus had bias. However, we
might observe the tendency of difference from the general oth⁃
er users by analyzing emotions of those who make utterances
publicly according to their attributes.

5 Conclusions
In this paper, we proposed a versatile method to analyze so⁃

cial big data on SNS. The proposed method creates the HEEM,
which improves general versatility and does not decrease accu⁃
racy by machine learning based on the MAC, which is created
manually, and the AAC, which includes tweets automatically
labeled by emoji vector.

We clustered the users whose profiles could be acquired
from the profile publishing site. Then, we analyzed each tweet’s
emotion for each user cluster. As a result, we found the emo⁃
tional change tendency between the user clusters. However, be⁃
cause it is clear that there are differences between emotional
expressions for each attribute, we would like to consider the
creation of the emotion analysis model for each attribute and
adaptation of emotion estimation model for users.

In this paper, we also proposed an emotion analysis method
by using the word ⁃ distributed representation vector consider⁃
ing both skip⁃gram and sub⁃word as features. We believe that
those features are suited for the analysis of social big data.

We expect that the proposed methods can be used for emo⁃
tion analysis of huge social big data, and can develop it to a
higher level of analysis. In future work, we would like to detect
users who display suicidal tendency or post inappropriate re⁃
marks by combining the depressive analysis, personality analy⁃
sis and topic modeling method.
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Internet service providers (ISPs) are paying more attention to the Quality of Experience (QoE) of the web service that is one of the
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1 Introduction
uality of Experience (QoE) refers to the degree of
delight or annoyance of the user of an application
or service [1]. The QoE of web service affects us⁃
ers to choose an Internet service provider (ISP) or

an Internet content provider (ICP) to a certain extent. Hence, it
attracts more and more attentions from ISPs and ICPs [2]-[4].

The probe system [5] is a widely used tool of obtaining QoE
data. A probe deployed at the user side simulates a user to
browse webpages, records the departure time and arrival time
of every packet, and then summarizes the Key Quality Indica⁃
tor (KQI). However, the probe system faces many intrinsic de⁃
flects. It is difficult to deploy probes at the user side in a large
scale due to the user information protection, the compensation
of traffic charges, the maintenance of equipment, and so on.
This results in the limitation in the number of the QoE data.
Moreover, the simulation results deviate from the real user ex⁃
perience to some extent since the probe system has to seek the
idle interval of users to launch a task.

Using existing systems deployed in the network to measure
the QoE of web service can overcome deflects of the probe sys⁃
tem and also save investment for ISPs. Many systems, such as
the Domain Name System (DNS) [6], [7], Network Management
System (NMS), and Deep Packet Inspection (DPI) system, have
been deployed in the ISP’s network already, and mining data

from those systems has become one of the research hot spots.
Some research related to mining DNS data has been carried

out. Keralapura et al. [8] and Giordano et al. [9] studied the us⁃
er browsing behaviors and built the user profiles. Hours et al.
[10] exploited a causal method that is for analyzing parameters
of the DNS service. Jang et al. [11] proposed to append the re⁃
fresh expired cached records to solicited DNS queries. Ma et
al. [12] and Gao et al. [13] investigated the DNS query patterns
of domain names and detected malicious agents that may
launch attacks to the DNS. Rijswijk⁃Deij et al. [14] created a
unique active measurement infrastructure for DNS.

In this paper, we first propose the First Webpage Time
(FWT) system, a novel KQI, to measure the QoE of web ser⁃
vice. Next,we propose the FWT algorithm with mining DNS res⁃
olution data.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The system
model and symbols used in the paper are described in Section
2. The proposed algorithm and its corresponding analysis is
presented in Section 3. The experiments are presented in Sec⁃
tion 4. Finally, the paper is concluded in Section 5.

2 System Description
We assume the webpage used in the system is W . The do⁃

main name of W is denoted by domhead . Note that W just
contains the contextual contents like the Hyper Text Markup

Q
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Language (HTML) codes and Cascading Style Sheet (CCS)
codes. Any embedded file such as an image is not included in
W. The displayed webpage ordinarily contains embedded con⁃
tents like images, frame pages, audio files, and so on. In W ,
the embedded contents are represented by hyperlinks. The hy⁃
perlinks are discovered by parsing the contextual contents of
W . To display W , the browser resolves the domain name of
the hyperlink of the embedded file from the DNS server firstly,
and then retrieves the embedded file from the web server. Sup⁃
pose the domain name of the last hyperlink in W is denoted
by domtail . The last hyperlink means it locates in the ending
part of W . Furthermore, the last hyperlink in W also implies
that domtail does not appear in W before. In other words, it is
the first time for domtail to emerge in W . How to select
domtail is described in the next section.

A browser or operating system (OS) has DNS cache for de⁃
creasing the waiting time of users. That is, an IP address of a
domain name would be locally stored for a moment. Usually,
the memorized duration is short. Beyond the duration, the
browser has to resolve the domain name from the DNS server
again. Let p denote the probability that a domain name has to
be resolved from the DNS server when used. Assume that the
DNS server records the resolution when a domain name is re⁃
quested by the user. The record R has at least four elements,
denoted by a 4⁃tuple as shown in (1) in which t represents the
resolved time of the DNS server, IPu represents the IP ad⁃
dress of the user, dom represents the requested domain name,
and IPr represents the IP address corresponding to dom .

R =< t,IPu,dom,IPr > . (1)
Considering the Content Delivery Network (CDN) and the

dispatch among web servers, IPr may be different for two re⁃
quests of the same domain name. For simplicity, we assume
there is only one web server for each domain name. This can
be achieved by classifying records by dom and IPr . This as⁃
sumption does not affect the proposed algorithm at all.

Let the set g in (2) includes all records when W is browsed
by a user in one time. It is possible that g contains all domain
names in W . Or, some records of domain names in W may be
missed in g due to the DNS cache.

g ={R2,R3, ...,Rtail} . (2)
The critical records in this system are Rhead and Rtail where

Rhead =< thead,IPu,domhead,IPhead > and Rtail = < ttail,IPu,domtail,
IPtail > . Let g' , the subset of g , contains both Rhead and
Rtail and other possible records, as shown in (3).

g' ={Rhead,R3, ...,Rtail} . (3)
Table 1 lists notions of all symbols used in the system.

3 Proposed FWT Algorithm
This section describes the proposed FWT algorithm in de⁃

tail. Firstly, we give the definition of the FWT and the method
to compute it with DNS resolution data. Then, the novel FWT
algorithm is introduced. Finally, the proposed algorithm is ana⁃
lyzed in theory.
3.1 Definition of FWT

As mentioned in the Introduction Section, a KQI is required
to measure the web service. We define a new KQI called FWT
(Definition 1). It reflects the waiting time before a user could
see the textual contents of the requested webpage after enter⁃
ing domhead . One of the main advantages of FWT is that it is
easily computed with the DNS records, which is introduced in
the next subsection. Therefore, no extra devices are needed to
be deployed in the network. The QoE data of all users in the re⁃
gion are obtained since the DNS server covers the whole re⁃
gion. Moreover, they are real QoE rather than simulation val⁃
ues. Besides, the process of gathering QoE does not interfere
with the use of the Internet service of any user.

Definition 1 (FWT): An FWT is the loading time of the textu⁃
al contents of a specified webpage, starting with the time that a
user enters the domain name of it and ending with the time
that the browser displays its contextual contents.

In short, using FWT to evaluate web service enjoys the mer⁃
its of the coverage of all users, the real QoE, no deployment
and maintenance of new devices, and no interference to users.
3.2 Computation of FWT

Firstly, we introduce the process of browsing a webpage in
brief, as shown in Fig. 1. To get W , a user has to resolve
domhead from the DNS in advance. Here, suppose the time of

▼Table 1. Symbols in the system

Symbol
W

dom

domhead

domtail

R

Rhead

Rtail

T

p

t

G

GW

g

g'
n

k

Notion
Webpage

A domain name
The domain name of W

The last domain name in W

A record of a domain name resolution
The record of domhead

The record of domtail

The FWT interval
Probability that R exists in DNS resolution data

Time of an event
All records of one webpage

All records of W
A set comprised of R of one browse of W

The subset of g

The number of g in DNS
The number of g' in DNS

DNS: domain name system FWT: First Webpage Time
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sending domhead at the user side is t1 . At time thead at the
DNS side, the DNS replies with the IP address of the web serv⁃
er, denoted by IPhead , to the user. Therefore, the DNS keeps a
record of Rhead . After receiving IPhead , the user sends the re⁃
quest of getting W to the web server and then receives one or
several packets comprising W . Next, the browser parses W .
As soon as the domtail is met, the user sends the request of re⁃
solving it to the DNS at t2 . The DNS responds with IPtail at
time ttail to the user. Meanwhile, the other 4⁃tuple Rtail is re⁃
corded. Considering that an ordinary webpage of HTML is in
the magnitude of KB and that the maximum size of an Ethernet
frame is about 1.5 KB, it is very probable that domtail is con⁃
tained in the last frame that is transmitted to the user.

According to Definition 1, FWT equals the difference of t2and t1 obviously at the user side:
T = t2 - t1 . (4)
Considering the counteractive transmission time of domheadwith IPhead and domtail with IPtail , FWT very approximately

equals the difference of ttail and thead at the DNS side, as
shown in (5). Although the transmission time is not exactly the
same, the deviation would be neutralized effectively with aver⁃
aging a large number of FWTs for the same webpage. In the
proposed algorithm introduced in the next subsection, FWT is
actually computed by averaging a large number of values. On
the other hand, FWT from (5) is very useful to compare the
web service for users that have different network conditions
like the access bandwidth and the access mode.
T' = ttail - thead . (5)
One of the key points to compute FWT is the selection of the

domtail . It is widely seen that the webpage contains embedded
contents at its bottom part and the domain names in their hy⁃
perlinks are totally new, such as an advertisement from other
corporations, the contact information, and the privacy policy.
All of them are options for domtail .
3.3 FWT Algorithm

Now, we introduce the proposed FWT algorithm in detail.
After a specified period (e.g., a day), the DNS keeps millions
or billions of records in chronological order comprised of do⁃
main name resolutions of all users in a region (e.g., a city or a
province). These 4 ⁃ tuple records in DNS are firstly classified
by webpages into different groups, denoted by G . Therefore,
to compute the FWT of W , the group GW is selected. Then,
GW is partitioned into sets, each of which refers to one browse
of W , as shown in (6). The partition is conducted according
the resolved time t and the IP address of the user IPu . The re⁃
cords belonging to an individual user are arranged in the time
order. Then, Rhead and Rtail are used to specify the starting po⁃
sition and ending position of g , respectively. If Rhead or Rtailis missed in g , an adjacent record in time order will be used.
GW ={g1,g2, ...,gn} . (6)
Let k denote the number of sets in GW containing both

domhead and domtail . For the sake of clarity, we suppose they
are denoted by g'1,g'2, ...,g'k . According to (5), FWT is able
to be computed by an individual g' . Therefore, there are k
FWTs, denoted by T'1,T'2, ...,T'k , respectively. The final FWT
for W is the average of summarizing T'i , as shown in (7). Al⁃
though domhead or domtail may be missed in some g , the val⁃
ue of k is big enough to ensure the precision of the averaged
FWT, which is introduced in the next subsection.
FWT =∑i = 1

k T'i
k

. (7)
3.4 Discussion

In this part, we show the total number of sets that can be
used to compute FWT, namely, the expected value of k .

Suppose the probability that a specified domain name dom
is not cached locally is p when dom is used to get contents
of the corresponding webpage. Equally, the probability that the
DNS has the record of dom is p for this browse of W . Let
X denote the random variable of Rhead . Thus, the frequency
function of X is

p(x) = ìí
î

ï

ï

p,
1 - p,
0,

if x = 1if x = 0otherwise . (8)

Likewise, let Y denote the random variable of Rtail . Thus,
Y has the same frequency function.

In one browse of W , both records Rhead and Rtail are kept
by the DNS with the probability of p2 apparently. In other
words, the probability that g contains both Rhead and Rtail is▲Figure 1. The process for a user to browse a webpage.
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p2 . Thus, the probability that g contains Rhead and Rtail can
be represented by the joint frequency function of X and Y ,
p(x,y) , as shown below.

p(x,y) = ìí
î

p2,
1 - p2,

if x = 1 and y = 1
otherwise . (9)

Let Z be the random variable representing that there are k
sets containing both Rhead and Rtail among n sets in total. As
mentioned before, the k sets are denoted by g'1,g'2, ...,g'k .Note that Z satisfies the Binomial Distribution. Therefore, the
probability that there are k sets containing both Rhead and
Rtail among n sets in total is
P(Z = k) = æ

è
ö
ø

n
k

(p2)k(1 - p2)n - k . (10)
According to the probability theory, the expected value of

Z is np2 , as shown in (11). That is the weighted average value
of k .

E(Z) = np2 . (11)
For a popular webpage, n could be in the magnitude of mil⁃

lions or billions. If there is one time of resolving a domain
name among ten times of using the same domain name in aver⁃
age, k is at least in the magnitude of thousands. That means
there are enough values to ensure the precision of the averaged
FWT.

4 Experiments
This section introduces the experimental results including

the selection of domtail for some popular webpages, the propor⁃
tion of Rhead and Rtail in browsing these webpages, and the
computation of FWT.

The DNS server in the experiment covers a city and collects
billions of domain name resolution each day. The total number
of records in the experiment is about 10 billion. These records
contain the domain name resolution query and the domain
name resolution response. That means there are two records for
each domain name request from users. The records of the do⁃
main name resolution response are used as input data to the ex⁃
periment since a user may launch multiple queries for the
same domain name resolution in order to speed up the process
or avoid resolution failure due to loss of packets. A response re⁃
cord contains the fields of the source IP address and port, the
destination IP address and port, the identity, the domain name,
the resolution type, the resolved IP addresses and the resolved
time. As mentioned in Section 2, a webpage contains many do⁃
main names besides domhead and domtail . As a result, these
domain names including domhead and domtail are used to
compute the browse times for a webpage.
Table 2 shows the selection of domtail for some popular

webpages. The domain names locate at the bottom of each web⁃
page, and do not appear before. Since ICPs would like to gath⁃

er the QoE of their own webpages, some script files like javas⁃
cript are inserted at the end of the webpage. It is probable that
the domtail of the NetEase, the Tencent and the Iqiyi is for this
purpose. In short, domtail in Table 2 are selected by parsing
the HTML code of these webpages.
Fig. 2 shows the browse times for the selected webpages.

The Rhead in the legend refers to that in one browse of the web⁃
page domhead and other domain names excluding domtail are
recorded by the DNS server. Each webpage is browsed several
hundred thousand at least. The Iqiyi is the most popular web⁃
page among the video webpages and the Tencent is the most
popular webpage in the news category. It can be seen that al⁃
most all webpages have at least one hundred thousand browses
generating both Rhead and Rtail . Hence, there are enough data
for computing FWT to ensure the precision of the result, which
is consistent with the theoretical analysis in this paper. The
browses of the Tencent generating only Rhead are great larger
than others. The reason may be that the software of QQ that is
a very popular instant messenger in China causes the resolu⁃
tion of www.qq.com deliberately.
Fig. 3 shows the FWT results computed according to (7).

These results are classified into different ranges by the step of
0.05 s. The values less than 0.5 s account for half of the whole
results. Moreover, these values satisfy the normal distribution.

Measuring QoE of Web Service with Mining DNS Resolution Data
LIU Yongsheng, GU Yu, WEN Xiangjiang, WANG Xiaoyan, and FU Yufei

▼Table 2. Selection of domtail

Webpage
NetEase
Sina

Tencent
Letv
Iqiyi
Tudou

Jingdong

domhead

www.163.com
www.sina.com.cn

www.qq.com
www.letv.com
www.iqiyi.com
www.tudou.com
www.jd.com

domtail

analytics.163.com
sina.wrating.com
qos.report.qq.com

ark.letv.com
b.scorecardresearch.com

js.tudouui.com
static.360buyimg.com

▲Figure 2. Browse times of each webpage.
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Hence, it is better to compute the final FWT according to (7)
with these values. On the other hand, the values between 0.5 s
and 1.5 s accounts for 40 percent of the whole results and satis⁃
fy another normal distribution. With these values, we can get
another averaged FWT. It is known that the access network is
one of the most probable factors that affect the FWT. The ac⁃
cess bandwidths of users vary due to different contracts. There⁃
fore, FWTs of users belonging to the group with the same ac⁃
cess bandwidth are close. As a result, when the averaged FWT
is computed, we suggest considering these impact factors like
the access bandwidth. The values greater than 2 s are excluded
for clarity and they probably are outliers.

5 Conclusions
Mining data from the existing network systems to measure

the web service has become one of the research hot spots re⁃
cently. In this paper, by mining the DNS resolution data, we
propose the novel FWT algorithm in order to measure QoE of
the web service. The proposed algorithm is analyzed in theory
that the number of FWTs of a webpage by mining DNS resolu⁃
tion data is np2 in average. Therefore, there are enough
FWTs to be averaged to ensure its precision. We also propose
the FWT as a new KQI for the web service. The method of com⁃
puting the FWT with DNS resolution data is introduced and its
correctness is discussed. Finally, experiments based on the
ISP’s DNS resolution data are carried out in aspects of the pro⁃
portion of valid DNS data, the distribution of FWT values and
the computation of FWT.
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▲Figure 3. FWT distribution.
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Abstract

The K⁃means algorithm is widely known for its simplicity and fastness in text clustering. However, the selection of the initial clus⁃
tering center with the traditional K⁃means algorithm is some random, and therefore, the fluctuations and instability of the cluster⁃
ing results are strongly affected by the initial clustering center. This paper proposed an algorithm to select the initial clustering
center to eliminate the uncertainty of central point selection. The experiment results show that the improved K⁃means clustering
algorithm is superior to the traditional algorithm.
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1 Introduction
luster analysis is an important method of data par⁃
titioning and data grouping in data mining, so it
has been widely used in statistics, machine learn⁃
ing, spatial databases, biomedicine, and market⁃

ing [1]-[4]. The clustering algorithms can be divided into parti⁃
tioning methods, hierarchical methods, density⁃based methods,
grid⁃based methods and model⁃based methods [5], [6]. The K⁃
means clustering algorithm is a partitioning method proposed
by Mac Queen [7], which divides the data into a predetermined
number of clusters k on the basis of minimizing the error func⁃
tion. The algorithm is the most commonly used algorithm with
high⁃speed clustering, easy implementation, and efficient clas⁃
sification of large data sets. However, the K⁃means algorithm
has several drawbacks [8]. For example, the initial clustering
center selection of the traditional K ⁃means algorithm is ran⁃
dom, and different initial clustering centers make the cluster⁃
ing results different, which results in the failure of acquiring ef⁃
fective clustering results [9]. So the selection of a reasonable
initial clustering center, for accurate, stable and effective clus⁃
tering results, is an important research topic. In this paper,
based on the traditional K⁃means clustering algorithm, an ini⁃
tial center point selection algorithm is proposed based on the
clustering algorithm to improve the efficiency and stability of
clustering.

The K⁃means algorithm is based on the principle of minimiz⁃

ing clustering performance, usually by minimizing the sum of
squares of errors for each sample point in the data set to the
class center. The basic idea is to select k data objects as the
initial clustering center. The iterations are used to divide the
data objects into different clusters with the large similarity in⁃
tra the cluster and the small similarity among the different clus⁃
ters. The k value is given first and k data objects are randomly
selected as the initial clustering center in data set. The algo⁃
rithm takes the following steps [10]:
1) K objects are selected randomly from n data objects as the

initial clustering center.
2) The distance between the remaining n - k objects and the

central objects are calculated, according to the mean of
each cluster object; the corresponding objects are regrouped
according to the minimum distance and each object is as⁃
signed to the closest class.

3) The clustering centers of k clusters are recalculated.
4) Steps 2) and 3) are repeated until the criterion function no

longer changes.
5) K clusters are calculated.

The K⁃means algorithm is to find the k clusters that mini⁃
mize the squared error function. The specific definition is as
follows:

Ε =∑
i = 1

k ∑
p ∈Ci

 p -mi

2
, (1)

where E is the sum of the squared errors of all the objects in

C
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the database, p is the point in the space, which represents the
given data object, mi is the average of the clusters Ci (p and
mi are multidimensional). This rule makes the clustering result⁃
ed as compact and independent as possible.

2 Improved K⁃Means Clustering Algorithm

2.1 Principle of the Improved K⁃Means Algorithm
We first detect the isolated points. The traditional K⁃means

algorithm ignores isolated points. The isolated points are calcu⁃
lated based on distance, and the points are relatively sparsely
distributed and are far apart from the cluster center. The object
is those with the largest distance from the nearest neighbor da⁃
ta set. These points give a great impact on the clustering effect
of centroid calculation. Here we scan the data set once, calcu⁃
late the distance between each data object and other objects,
including the total distance and the mean distance. If the total
distance of one object is greater than the mean of the total dis⁃
tance, the data object is treated as an isolated point and re⁃
moved from the data set to the isolated point set. The above
process is repeated until all the isolated points are removed. Fi⁃
nally we get the initial collection of new clusters of isolated
points.

The distance between all the sample points in the new data
set is then calculated. The K⁃means algorithm is a clustering
algorithm based on the partitioning method, and adopts Euclid⁃
ean distance as the evaluation index of similarity, that is, the
closer the two samples are, the better the similarity is. The Eu⁃
clidean distance is as follows:
d( )Xi,Xj = (xi1 - xj1)2 +(xi2 - xj2)2 + ... +(xin - xjn)2 , (2)

where xin is the n⁃dimensional data of the data object Xi , and
xjn is the n⁃dimensional data of the data object Xj .

The average distance between all sample points is next cal⁃
culated, defined as follows:
md = 1

A2
n
∑d( )Xi,Xj ,1 ≤ i≤ n,1 ≤ j≤ n, (3)

where A2
n is the arranged number of 2 random points in n sam⁃

ple points.
We finally record the sample point Xj with the distance

less than the average distance md from the sample point Xi ,and call it the neighboring point and calculate all the neighbor⁃
ing points of Xi . When the neighboring points of all the sample
points are calculated, they are sorted by the number of adja⁃
cent numbers from high to low. Then the sample point with the
largest number of neighboring points is the first cluster center
and then continues to look down. If the sample point with the
nearest number of points 2 is the neighboring point of the exist⁃
ing cluster center, it will be ignored until a sample point is
found not the nearest point of the existing cluster center; this

point is treated as the second cluster center. This process is re⁃
peated until the initial cluster center is found.
2.2 Process of the Improved K⁃Means Algorithm

The input includes u data sets containing n objects and k
initial cluster centers.

The output is the clustering results of the k⁃th cluster.
1) Initialization: t = 0, where i, j is the set of isolated points, t

is the number of isolated points, m is the number of data in
the original data set, and n is the number of data objects re⁃
moving the isolated point.

2) Calculate the distance d between Xi and Xj of all data ob⁃
jects in m and calculate the total distance D of each data ob⁃
ject in m and the mean total distance H of each data object.

3) Scan m and compare the distance D and H of each data
point. The data point with D>H is the isolated point t + 1 ,
the point is add to gl and removed from the data set U; the
value of t is got until all the isolated points are removed,
and n = m- t. Finally, a new data set is constructed:
U′ =U - gl .

4) Calculate and save the distance d between every two sample
points in the new data set according to (2).

5) Calculate the mean distance md between the sample points
according to (2).

6) Record the sample points smaller than md from the sample
points, make them the neighboring points, calculate the
number of neighboring points for each sample point, and
store them in the proximity table.

7) The sample points are arranged from high to low according
to the number of neighboring points, and the nearest sample
point is the first cluster center point.

8) In turn, the proximity point table should be found if the
point is already the initial clustering center and the adja⁃
cent point is ignored; the proximity table will be obtained
until a sample point that is not the center point of the exist⁃
ing cluster is found. This point is used as the second cluster
center.

9) Repeat Step 8) until the k⁃th cluster center is found.
10) From the k ⁃ th clustering center, the clustering results are

calculated by the K⁃means clustering algorithm.

3 Results and Discussion
The traditional K ⁃means algorithm and the improved algo⁃

rithm are used to test the two⁃dimensional data of the Iris data⁃
set (after removing the same data, there are 132 two⁃dimension⁃
al data). The Iris dataset contains 4 attributes and 150 data ob⁃
jects. The cluster number of clusters is set to k = 3 for the
three categories.

The traditional K ⁃ means algorithm randomly selects three
sets of initial clustering centers to cluster the sample data. The
clustering results are shown in Fig. 1.

The traditional K ⁃ means algorithm selects the clustering
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center randomly, so the clustering results are different and in⁃
stable (Figs. 1a, 1b and 1c).

The improved algorithm selects an initial clustering center,
and the data sets u equal to (6.6000, 3.0000), (6.3000, 2.9000)
and (5.8000, 2.8000). Fig. 2d shows the clustering results.

The improved algorithm is optimized for the stochastic selec⁃
tion of the initial clustering center, so that the initial clustering
center is unique for the same data, which eliminates the insta⁃
bility of the traditional algorithm results. The optimal cluster⁃
ing center makes the iterations number greatly reduced than
that of the traditional algorithm, that is, the efficiency of the im⁃

proved algorithm is better.
Fig. 2 compares the clustering results of the traditional algo⁃

rithm and the improved algorithm.

4 Conclusions
The K⁃means algorithm has fast computation and small re⁃

source consumption, and is widely used as a clustering algo⁃
rithm. The clustering results of the traditional K⁃means algo⁃
rithm are instable with the initial clustering center selected
randomly. This paper proposes an initial selection algorithm to

8.0

▲Figure 1. The instable clustering results of the traditional K⁃means algorithm.
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Figure 2. ▶
The clustering results of the

traditional algorithm and the
improved algorithm. a) The results

of the traditional algorithm with
first clustering; b) the results of
the improved algorithm with the

first clustering; c) the results of the
traditional algorithm with the

seventh clustering; d) the results of
the improved algorithm with

seventh clustering.



improve the traditional K⁃means algorithm. The experiment re⁃
sults show that the algorithm is feasible to enhance the cluster⁃
ing efficiency by optimizing the initial clustering center. How⁃
ever, the algorithm proposed in this paper will increase the
time consumption in finding the distance between isolated
points and calculating the sample points.
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The Internet of Vehicles (IoV) is becoming an essential fac⁃
tor in the development of smart transportation and smart city
projects. The IoV technology consists of the concepts of fog
computing and dew computing, which involve on⁃board units
and road side units in the edge network, as well as the con⁃
cept of cloud computing, which involves the data center that
provides service. The security issues are always an important
concern in the design of IoV architecture. To achieve a se⁃
cure IoV architecture, some security measures are necessary
for the cloud computing and fog computing associated with
the vehicular network. In this paper, we summarize some re⁃
search works on the security schemes in the vehicular net⁃
work and cloud⁃fog⁃dew computing platforms which the IoV
depends on.
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1 Introduction
he Internet of Vehicles (IoV) is believed to become
the first real life implementation of the Internet of
Things (IoT). The IoV plays an essential role in
building smart cities and the future of transporta⁃

tion. Generally, the IoV technology consists of several con⁃
cepts. The on⁃board units (OBU), associated with a wide range
of sensors in vehicles, provides all kinds of data needed for ap⁃
plications and service. Due to the limited computational re⁃
sources in vehicles’on⁃board devices, the power of cloud com⁃
puting is needed for compute⁃intensive services. The road side
units (RSU), which communicate with OBU through wireless
network, provide connectivity between the vehicle and data
center. The data center in the IoV architecture provides the
computational resources needed for location ⁃ based services
and other services required by vehicles. In the IoV architec⁃
ture, the OBU and RSU are the components of the edge net⁃
work between the backbone network and vehicles, which fit
perfectly into the concept of fog computing. The OBU and
RSU, as the fog nodes in fog computing, can process most of
the vehicle data yet the power of cloud computing is still re⁃
quired for the compute⁃intensive works.

On the other hand, security issues are always an important
concern in the IoV technology. Traditional security measures,
such as authentication, digital signature and encryption, can
provide vehicular network with protection to some extent. How⁃

ever, due to the frequent handover of network connection re⁃
sulted from fast movement of vehicles, those traditional securi⁃
ty measures do not meet the special security requirements of
vehicular network. The security measures are extremely diffi⁃
cult to be deployed on the OBU and RSU due to their limited
computational power, which makes these devices vulnerable to
attacks. The privacy⁃preserving is also an issue that need to be
considered in the design of IoV architecture.

2 Background

2.1 Internet of Vehicles
The IoV consists of vehicles, sensors and actuators, roadside

infrastructures and other devices. The seamless integration of
these components is one of the biggest challenges of the IoV to
improve the traffic condition and safety levels. To solve this
problem, many solutions have been proposed to design a lay⁃
ered IoV system with different focuses.

A three⁃ layer architecture has been proposed based on the
interaction of different technologies in the IoV environment
[1]. The bottom layer gathers all the environmental data and de⁃
tects specific events of interest such as driving patterns, envi⁃
ronmental conditions and vehicle situations with all the sen⁃
sors in the vehicles. The middle layer (communication layer)
aims at providing a common communication platform for differ⁃
ent wireless nodes. The top layer (control layer or functional
layer) is responsible for storage, analysis processing and deci⁃
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sion making in different risk situations.
To make the vehicles connect the Internet and get kinds of

services for drivers, a four⁃layer IoV architecture has been pro⁃
posed [2], which enables the Vehicle⁃to⁃Business (V2B) com⁃
munication. The four layers are named as the end⁃point layer,
infrastructure layer, operation layer and service layer.

A seven ⁃ layered model for the IoV has further been pro⁃
posed, which supports the functionalities, interactions, repre⁃
sentations and information exchanges among all the devices in
the IoV system [3]. This architecture aims at providing a seam⁃
less integration for inter⁃device communication in the IoV eco⁃
system and takes care of some security problems. Fig. 1 shows
this seven⁃layer model.
2.2 Cloud Computing and Fog Computing

Cloud computing was first introduced by Professor Ramnath
Chellappa in 1997 [4]. It changes the boundaries of the com⁃
puting from technical limits to economic rationale. In the con⁃
cept of cloud computing, users can get a single and homoge⁃
nous service anywhere from the cloud without taking care of
the complexity and heterogeneity.

Fog computing, defined as a new computing paradigm, was
first introduced by CISCO Systems Inc. in 2011 [5]. It provides
data, computation, storage and application services from closer
devices to clients or end⁃users, rather than sending data to re⁃
mote servers in the cloud. The use of fog computing can im⁃
prove the efficiency of data processing in network and enhance
the network security [6].

In the IoV system, a vehicle needs to connect to surrounding
vehicles and devices and communicates with them. This re⁃
quirement just coincides with the framework of fog computing
thus we can build fog computing service for the IoV system. In
this way, the bandwidth and energy consumption will get a sig⁃
nificant improvement, without sending the massive data gener⁃
ated by different kinds of IoV devices to cloud computing ser⁃

vice or a centralized networking infrastructure [7].
2.3 Standards for Internet of Vehicles

In the IoV, there are different technologies, services and
standards that need to be integrated for them to work in harmo⁃
ny [8]. At the same time, different types of participants in the
IoV need appropriately interconnected with each other. To
achieve this goal, many standards need to be set for the IoV
framework.

The IoV is a key component of the IoT. Therefore, almost ev⁃
ery application⁃layer protocols in the IoT can be implemented
in the IoV. Fig. 2 shows the primary protocols for the IoV [9].

3 Security in Internet of Vehicles

3.1 Security Requirement in Internet of Vehicles
With the heterogeneity and the large number of vehicles, da⁃

ta security in the IoV is becoming a challenging problem. Ta⁃
ble 1 shows the most important security requirements for the
IoV [10].
3.2 Security Solutions to Internet of Vehicles

Traditional security measures, such as authentication, digi⁃
tal signature and encryption, can provide vehicular network
with protection to some extent. However due to the frequent
handover of network connection resulted from fast movement
of the vehicles, the traditional security measures fail to meet
the special security requirements of the IoV. The connections
in vehicular network are short, temporary and involving lots of
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▲Figure 1. Seven⁃layer model of IoV architecture.
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fast handover operations. Some solutions have been proposed
to solve the security issues in the IoV.

There are two types of identity attacks in vehicular network.
The first one is Sybil attacks, which forges fake identities and
pretends to be multiple users in peer⁃to⁃peer network. Sybil at⁃
tacks are mostly like to happen in the network where there are
no methods, such as digital signature and certificate authority
(CA), to verify users’identities. For example, a malicious car
can create a large number of fake identities to trick navigation
software and make it believe that the traffic is heavy, in order
to own the road exclusively. The other type is identity theft.
The identity of a legit car can be stolen by malicious users and
used in illegal activities. Multiple malicious cars can conduct
misbehaviors in several places at the same time using the same
identity, which would cause lots of trouble in developing secu⁃
rity countermeasures.

Identity attacks are often conducted through a legit identity,
which is beyond the protection from passwords or other identi⁃
ty authentication methods. The studies on identity attacks in
vehicular network mainly focus on detection, instead of preven⁃
tion, of the identity theft.

Some studies are based on the fact that a vehicle with legit
identity can appear at only one location at any given time.
Thus, the identity attack and theft can be detected by binding
the vehicle’s identity with its location. Some researchers have
proposed identity theft detection methods based on vehicle’s
motion trajectories [11]- [13]. The main idea of the detection
methods is comparing the location data from road ⁃ side units,
such as the driving routes of a group of vehicles within short
distance or the distance between two vehicles with the same
identity.

On the other hand, vehicles’sensitive location and privacy
data can be stolen or leaked by road⁃side units and location⁃
based services. Data privacy in vehicular network has three as⁃
pects: the privacy of drivers’(users’) identity, the privacy of
vehicles’identity and the privacy of vehicles’location. The
privacy of vehicles’location is the hardest and most important
issue among these three aspects since a vehicle needs to pro⁃

vide its location to access services. There has been much re⁃
search focused on the privacy ⁃preserving methods. The basic
idea of preserving vehicles’location is eliminating the map⁃
ping between the vehicle’s identity and the identity used in its
communication with LBS and RSU [14]. There are two kinds of
proposed schemes to hide the vehicle’s identity. The first one
uses pseudonyms in communications. Pseudonyms are the tem⁃
porary identities that are assigned by a vehicle itself or CA. A
vehicle is allowed to have multiple pseudonyms to use in differ⁃
ent communications and the pseudonyms can be changed in
the assigned area called mix zones. Mix zones are the special
areas where vehicles’locations are not detectable. Multiple ve⁃
hicles may traverse through the mix zone and change their
pseudonyms at the same time, which mixes the mapping be⁃
tween the pseudonym and the vehicle and makes it difficult to
match the identity and the vehicle. The concept of pseudonyms
and mix⁃zones were first proposed by Beresford [15] based on
the assumption that RSU and LSB providers were hostile. The
shortage of pseudonym ⁃based schemes is due to the involve⁃
ment of the complicated pseudonym management caused by
the large number of pseudonyms and encryption keys required
in the schemes. The second kind of privacy ⁃ preserving
schemes uses group signature [16]- [19]. A certificate is as⁃
signed to a group of vehicles and every member in this group
can sign the message with the same public key. In this way, ad⁃
versaries cannot know the identity of the real signer of the mes⁃
sage while the group leader has the ability to reveal the identi⁃
ty of the actual message signer for audit purpose. The group
signature based schemes are usually time consuming because
of the extra operations needed in the encryption and decryp⁃
tion processes of the group signature mechanism.
3.3 IoV Security in Fog Computing

All the computing components in the IoV, such as on⁃board
units, road side units, and vehicles themselves, are fit perfectly
into the concept of fog computing as these units can provide
connectivity and interaction between vehicles and cloud plat⁃
forms. All the computational units can be considered as fog
nodes at the edge networks. However, due to the limited com⁃
putational resources of the road side units, security mechanism
is very hard to deploy in the fog nodes, which may bring seri⁃
ous security issues to the IoV.

Besides the privacy problem of the vehicles, there are sever⁃
al other security issues related to the vehicular network and
fog computing. The location ⁃based services in the IoV highly
depend to the precise location of the vehicle. Therefore, the lo⁃
cation verification and detection of location spoofing is a cru⁃
cial issue to the quality of location⁃based service. The model of
trust relationship is also a serious security issue of the vehicu⁃
lar network since every vehicle and road side unit can be mali⁃
cious. The fast movement of vehicles and traffic jams in rush
hours can cause some serious scalability issues as well. The
fog computing platform, along with fog nodes, should provide
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▼Table 1. Security requirements of the IoV

Security requirement
Data authentication

Data integrity

Data confidentiality

Access control
Data non⁃repudiation

Availability

Anti⁃jamming

Description
When data is transferred, the identities of vehicles must be verified

Transmitted and received data must be checked to ensure that data is
delivered correctly

Data must be protected to ensure secret data transmission occurs
between different vehicles participating in the IoV

In the IoV, vehicles should only access available services that they are
entitled to

A vehicle cannot deny the authenticity of another vehicle
The communication between different vehicles should be ensured

Mechanisms should be built to prevent malicious vehicles from sending
interfering messages to interrupt the normal communication between

vehicles



different security levels for different vehicles. Obviously, a taxi
should not have the same protection of“Army One”of the
president.

Since the fog computing and IoV are relatively new dia⁃
grams, the security issues of the IoV in fog computing scenario
has not attracted much research. However, Yan et al. [20] pro⁃
posed a method of partitioning the city or traffic area into a
number of grids. Each grid is managed by one virtual machine
or a set of virtual machines in the cloud platform, thus the
whole city can be mapped to the cloud. Each virtual machine
is associated with a large number of road side units. When a
particular grid is congested or more strict regulations are need⁃
ed, the virtual machine can request more computing and stor⁃
age resource from the cloud platform to enforce more security
protocols. Furthermore, each corresponding virtual machine
can be individually configured and optimized for smart parking
and congestion control.
3.4 Security Enhanced IoV in Cloud Computing,

Fog Computing and Dew Computing
Modern motor vehicles are complicated electromechanical

integrated devices. With the development of the IoV, the vehi⁃
cle has gradually become an intelligent terminal with rich func⁃
tions beyond smartphones. First, the vehicle itself integrates
more and more sensors, controllers and processors to achieve
more advanced driving control functions, including auxiliary
driving, automatic driving and other functions. Second, the ve⁃
hicle will be more convenient to access the IoT and interact
with remote data centers or service providers and gradually re⁃
alize the functions of intelligent transportation. Hubaux et al.
[21], first studied security and privacy problems for the intelli⁃
gent cars connected to the IoV from the intelligent terminal
point of view in 2004. In addition to the security of information
systems and their networks, the security of connected vehicles
is also concerned about the following issues:
•Anomaly detection: Find and locate illegal vehicles and fake

vehicle identification cards
•Risk assessment: information security risk assessment for in⁃

telligent motor vehicle and information systems in IoV
• Identification: the vehicle identification under normal cir⁃

cumstances mainly depends on license plates and RFID,
while the vehicle identification under abnormal conditions
where the vehicle identity information cannot be recognized
is implemented by a variety of other features.

•Privacy protection: protect the identity of motor vehicle own⁃
ers, moving trajectory and other sensitive data.

•Safe driving: automatic driving, auxiliary driving and other
technologies are to improve the safety and ease of use of the
car itself.
Cloud computing, fog computing, and dew computing are

the distributed and intelligent computing models that are grad⁃
ually enhanced [22]. Car networking is a huge and complex in⁃
formation system, involving the relationship between the mas⁃

sive complex entities in the real world and a variety of roles
such as all types of motor vehicles, various types of services,
all kinds of regulatory agencies, and road network maps. By vir⁃
tue of the advantages of cloud, fog and dew computing models,
the vehicle ad hoc network (VANET), IoV and smart IoV can
be gradually constructed, and accordingly integrated intelli⁃
gent traffic will be realized. Because of the practical need of ve⁃
hicle networking, cloud computing, fog computing and dew
computing are gradually applied to the vehicle network, and
the resulting new security issues have been studied:

Bhatia et al. [23] studied security issues in mobile cloud
computing. Cloud computing provides a centralized data pro⁃
cessing and computing platform in the vehicle network. The re⁃
lated security problems are mainly caused by the outsourcing
of data storage and computing, including data security and sen⁃
sitive information leakage.

Alrawais et al. [24] studied the security and privacy issues
of fog computing in the IoT. Different from cloud computing,
fog computing does not totally rely on the computing resource
in the remote data center hence the data generated by IoT de⁃
vices can be stored in the nearby fog nodes, which alleviates
the risk of data and calculation of complete outsourcing. How⁃
ever, the vulnerability of the fog node itself has caused concern.

Dew computing can support smart objects following cloud
computing [25], which is more suitable for distributed intelli⁃
gent IoV computing platform. The intelligent computing usual⁃
ly involves high complexity of scientific computing tasks, such
as image recognition, path planning, automatic driving, driver
assistance, voice recognition and other high level intelligence
functions in large information systems, to simplify the deploy⁃
ment and service approaches. The artificial intelligence algo⁃
rithms can control the vehicle and is heavily dependent on in⁃
put data, so these algorithms may mislead the vehicle through
the operation of the disastrous consequences of original input
data errors, implied new security problems.

4 Conclusions
This paper discussed different attacks to the IoV, as well as

some countermeasures including identity verification and pri⁃
vacy ⁃ preserving methods. The situation in which cloud, fog
and dew computing diagrams are being combined with IoV
technology was also presented. We believe that the concepts of
cloud, fog and dew computing will play important roles in the
future development of IoV technology as they can provide a
whole new secure architecture and computing platform for the
vehicular network. However, there are some security issues
need to be addressed to achieve the successful integration of
IoV technology and the concepts of cloud, fog and dew comput⁃
ing. There are few studies focused on the secure connection be⁃
tween the data center and edge vehicular network, which has a
potential to be eavesdropped for stealing sensitive data. The
combination of heterogeneous networks also needs to be ad⁃
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dressed with effective security protocols to protect vulnerable
devices in the edge network. In conclusion, with the power of
cloud, fog and dew computing, the IoV technology has the po⁃
tential to shape the future of our transportation. At the mean⁃
time, the future research work should focus on the security is⁃
sues that rise among the integration of the IoV and cloud, fog
and dew computing systems as the security is always an essen⁃
tial concern in the design of vehicular network architecture.
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The Very Fast Decision Tree (VFDT) algorithm is a classifica⁃
tion algorithm for data streams. When processing large
amounts of data, VFDT requires less time than traditional de⁃
cision tree algorithms. However, when training samples be⁃
come fewer, the label values of VFDT leaf nodes will have
more errors, and the classification ability of single VFDT deci⁃
sion tree is limited. The Random Forest algorithm is a combi⁃
national classifier with high prediction accuracy and noise⁃tol⁃
erant ability. It is constituted by multiple decision trees and
can make up for the shortage of single decision tree. In this
paper, in order to improve the classification accuracy on data
streams, the Random Forest algorithm is integrated into the
process of tree building of the VFDT algorithm, and a new
Random Forest Based Very Fast Decision Tree algorithm
named RFVFDT is designed. The RFVFDT algorithm adopts
the decision tree building criterion of a Random Forest classi⁃
fier, and improves Random Forest algorithm with sliding win⁃
dow to meet the unboundedness of data streams and avoid
process delay and data loss. Experimental results of the classi⁃
fication of KDD CUP data sets show that the classification ac⁃
curacy of RFVFDT algorithm is higher than that of VFDT.
The less the samples are, the more obvious the advantage is.
RFVFDT is fast when running in the multi⁃thread mode.
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1 Introduction
lassification on data streams refers to build a clas⁃
sification model for dynamic data streams.

A traditional classification algorithm classifies
the existing data by a classifier, and does not

need to construct any classifiers during the classification pro⁃
cess. Compared with the supervised and semi supervised algo⁃
rithms, its performance is greatly improved. However, the clas⁃
sification performance of a traditional classifier cannot meet
the requirements of ever ⁃ changing data streams for real time
and accuracy, so a series of data stream classification mining
algorithms have emerged, such as Hoeffding Tree [1], [2], Very
Fast Decision Tree (VFDT) [3], [4], Concept ⁃ Adapting Very
Fast Decision Tree (CVFDT) [5], combination of classification
and Iterative Dichotomiser 4 (ID4). Among them, VFDT is the
most representative algorithm.

The classification accuracy of VFDT algorithm is generally
similar to that of traditional decision tree algorithms, and when
processing large amounts of data, VFDT needs less time. How⁃
ever, the label values of VFDT leaf nodes have more errors
when training samples are fewer, therefore the classification
ability of single VFDT decision tree is limited and the classifi⁃
cation accuracy cannot be guaranteed.

The Random Forest algorithm is a combinational classifier
with good classification performance [6]. It is constituted by
multiple decision trees; it has high prediction accuracy and
noise⁃tolerant ability, and can make up for the shortage of sin⁃
gle decision tree.

In order to get higher classification accuracy on data
streams, we integrate the Random Forest algorithm into the
VFDT algorithm and design a Random Forest Based Very Fast
Decision Tree algorithm, named RFVFDT. This algorithm intro⁃
duces the criterion of building decision trees in the random for⁃
est classifier for the process of building the decision tree, and
improves the Random Forest algorithm with sliding the time
window to meet the unboundedness of data streams. In order to
test the performance of RFVFDT algorithm, we have done ex⁃
periments with KDD CUP data sets.

2 Related Work

2.1 VFDT Algorithm
A decision tree algorithm is the key method of data classifi⁃

cation. There are many traditional decision tree algorithms
such as ID3 and C4.5. These algorithms need to store the data
and do batch processing, and they are not feasible for data
streams with timeliness requirement.

The VFDT algorithm is proposed to construct the decision
tree by training samples in real time with an acceptable cost,
and its incremental feature can meet the timeliness require⁃
ment of data streams. It is realized by improving the Hoeffding
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decision tree.
The Hoeffding tree is established by converting the leaf

nodes into internal nodes continuously [1]. Each leaf node
maintains statistical information about attributes; these statis⁃
tics are used to calculate the information gain of the attribute.
When a new sample coming, it traversals along the tree from
top to bottom; each internal node in the tree does the division
test; the sample belongs to different branches according to the
different attribute values; eventually it reaches the leaf node of
the tree and the statistics in the leaf node are updated. If the
calculated statistics show that the result meets the Hoeffding
boundary condition, the leaf node becomes an internal node,
and new leaf nodes are generated based on the possible values
of the internal node attribute.

In the process of building a decision tree, the VFDT algo⁃
rithm uses information entropy or Gini index as the standard of
choosing the splitting attribute [2], and uses Hoeffding inequal⁃
ity to determine whether to split the leaf node. The purpose of
using Hoeffding inequality as node splitting condition is to de⁃
termine the number of samples required for the leaf node
changing into the internal node, so that the algorithm may use
fewer samples to establish a decision tree with high accuracy.
The related definitions are as follows:
Definition 1: Let t as a time stamp, xt expresses a data vec⁃

tor arriving at time t, and then data stream can be expressed as
{ }...,xt - 1,xt,xt - 2,... [7].

Definition 2: For n independent observed values of a real⁃
valued random variable r with range R, the mean value of them
is r̄ . The Hoeffding bound ensures that the true value of r is at
least r̄ - ε with confidence 1 - δ [8], [9], i.e.

P(r≥ r̄ - ε) = 1 - δ,ε = R2 ln( )1 δ
2n , (1)

where r is the information gain, R = log2#Classes . The parame⁃
ter Classes is the number of class attribute values.
Definition 3: A leaf node l stores statistics of sample set D.

The expected information for classifying sample set D is
Info(D) = -∑

i = 1

m

pi log2( pi), (2)
where pi is the probability of any one sample in sample set D
belonging to the class of Ci , pi = ||Ci,D / ||D , and m is the num⁃
ber of values of the class attribute. One leaf node has possible
decision attribute A, and attribute A has v values. Then the ex⁃
pected information of classifying set D by attribute A is

InfoA(D) = -∑
j = 1

v ||Dj
||D
× Info(Dj). (3)

Therefore, the information gain of attribute A is
Gain(A) = Info(D) - InfoA(D) [10].

Definition 4: The active division coefficient τ is used to ac⁃

tively choose decision attributes and realize leaf node split
when the values of several attributes’information gain G are
almost equal. When ΔG < ε < τ is met, an attribute with largest
or the second largest information gain in ΔG is selected as the
decision attribute of the leaf node.
Definition 5: One of the effective judgment conditions of

node split is (- -- -----
Gl(Xa) - - -- -----

Gl(Xb)) > ε or ε < τ , where - -- ---
Gl(X) is the

information gain of attribute X in leaf node l, Xa is the attri⁃
bute with the maximum information gain value, and Xb is the
attribute with the second largest information gain value.

The process of classifying the samples using VFDT tree is
as follows: 1) sending samples from the decision tree root to dif⁃
ferent branches according to the decision attribute and the cor⁃
responding sample values of the attribute; recurse the process
until samples reach the leaf node; and 2) labeling the sample
according to the class label of the leaf node. The label value of
the leaf nodes is determined by the distribution of the class val⁃
ues of the training sample arriving at the leaf nodes. When the
number of training samples is small, the number of training
samples arriving at the leaf nodes is relatively small. Under
this circumstance, the label of the leaf node may have more er⁃
rors, and the classification ability of single VFDT decision tree
is limited.
2.2 Random Forest

Random Forest [6] is a combinational classifier based on
Boosting method [11] and with good classification perfor⁃
mance. Like boosting method, Random Forest also consists of
multiple decision trees. Final random forest classifier is
formed by choosing a group of independent decision trees. The
training set for each decision tree in the classifier is produced
by randomly sampling with the bootstrap algorithm. The deci⁃
sion attribute of each leaf node in the decision tree is generat⁃
ed from a small set of attributes acquired in random.

The steps of the Random Forest algorithm are as follows: 1)
The number of decision trees are set as N in the random forest,
the bootstrap method is used to sample the static training set
and produce N training sets, and the different training sets are
independent and identically distributed; 2) For each training
set, the decision tree is established independently. The split⁃
ting process of the leaf nodes includes: 1) selecting m (m <<
M) attributes randomly from the possible decision attributes of
leaf node, where M is the number of attributes of the training
sample; 2) selecting the decision attribute according to the min⁃
imum impurity principle, and realizing the growth of decision
tree; and 3) marking the sample which needs to be classified
according to the Random Forest classifier. Unlike the building
of a traditional decision tree, the Random Forest tree does not
need pruning.

The randomness of Random Forest is the randomness of the
training samples of each decision tree and the randomness of
the selection of the decision attributes of each leaf node in the
decision tree. A lot of theoretical and experimental studies
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have shown that the Random Forest algorithm has good predic⁃
tion accuracy and good tolerance for outliers and noises, and is
not easy to appear over⁃fitting.

3 Design of RFVFDT Algorithm

3.1 The Basic Idea
The RFVFDT algorithm has three parts: building and updat⁃

ing the classifier (or decision trees), classifying samples (or la⁃
beling samples) by the classifier, and evaluating the classifier.

In the process of building decision trees, the RFVFDT algo⁃
rithm adopts the criterion of building decision trees in the ran⁃
dom forest classifier. In addition, it adopts sliding ⁃window to
meet the unboundedness of data streams, and randomly ob⁃
tains the sample from the sliding window based on the time
granularity to guarantee the randomness of the samples. In the
process of splitting leaf node, when a leaf node meets the con⁃
dition nl mod nmin = 0, the RFVFDT algorithm does not calcu⁃
late the information gain of all possible attributes, but selects
attributes randomly before calculating the information gain,
and the decision attribute generates from the randomly select⁃
ed attributes. Thus, the correlation of the decision tree in
RFVFDT can be reduced greatly.

In the process of classifying samples, unlike the VFDT algo⁃
rithm in which the label of a sample is only decided by the
class label of the leaf node, the label of a sample in RFVFDT
algorithm will be determined by the voting result from multiple
decision trees.
3.2 Building and Updating Classifier

In the RFVFDT algorithm, the training samples of each deci⁃
sion tree should be independent with each other. The Random
Forest classifier generates N training sample sets by using the
bootstrap sampling method, and forms the decision trees. Be⁃
cause the RFVFDT algorithm does classification on the data
stream that is infinite, the bootstrap sampling method is not
suitable for it. The sampling method we designed in RFVFDT
is to cache training samples arriving in a period of time by the
sliding window, dynamically update the samples in the sliding
window as the time goes on, and randomly select each training
sample of the decision tree from the sliding window. The slid⁃
ing window based on time granularity is shown in Fig. 1.

Formally, R (N) indicates that there is N time granularities
in the sliding window R, and 1 to N are continuous time
blocks. In the sliding window, the data of the N continuous
time granularities are always maintained. The data in a time
granularity will be updated as a whole and the update frequen⁃
cy is lower.

In order to ensure the independence of training samples in
each decision tree, the training sample of the RFVFDT classifi⁃
er is randomly obtained from the current processing window.

The process of building decision trees of the RFVFDT clas⁃

sifier can be described as Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1. Building decision tree
Input: root, instance // The instance is the random training
sample in sliding window
Output: Decision tree
1: Determine whether the current decision tree curTree exists.

If not exists, initialize the tree, namely initialize a root and
randomly select a small number of attributes as the attribute
set for node splitting (the small number is sqrt (M), M is the
number of the attributes of instance); otherwise do step 2

2: From the root node of the decision tree, the Instance travers⁃
es into different branches according to the node attribute
values, until into the leaf node l, and the statistics of the
leaf node are updated

3: if nl mod nmin = 0 and not all instances belong to the same
class then // nl represents the number of samples in the leaf
node l, nmin is a threshold for avoiding the excessive compu⁃
tation of the information gain of the node’s attributes

4: Set temporary attribute space, randomly select m attributes
from the M attributes of the training sample (m << M)

5: for the attribute in the random attribute set do
6: According to the statistical value of the leaf node l, cal⁃

culate the information gain of the attribute, namely -Gl7: end for
8: Find Xa , which is the attribute with highest value in -Gl9: Find Xb , which is the attribute with second highest value

in -Gl

10: Compute Hoeffding bound ε = R2 ln (1/δ)
2nl

11: if Xa ≠Xϕ and ((- -- -----
Gl(Xa) - - -- -----

Gl(Xb)) > ε or ε < τ) then ∥Xϕ

means null attribute
12: The leaf node converts into an internal node, and the

attribute Xa is the decision attribute of the node.
13: Determine the number of branches of the split node

according to the number of the values of attribute Xa14: for all branches of the split do

▲Figure 1. Sliding window based on time granularity.
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15: For each branch add a new leaf node with related infor⁃
mation

16: end for
17: end if
18: end if

The process of updating each decision tree in the classifier
is as follows: The training sample starts from the root node of
the decision tree, and enters a certain branch of the internal
node according to its value of the attribute corresponding to
the decision attribute of the internal nodes; the recursive loop
is kept until it reaches the leaf node; after the training sample
arrives at the leaf node l, the statistics are updated; when nl

mod nmin = 0, the algorithm would select the attributes random⁃
ly and then calculate the information gain of these selected at⁃
tributes, and the decision attribute would also be generated
from these attributes. The number of randomly selected attri⁃
butes is noted as m, and m is generally set as sqrt (M) or sqrt
(M)/2, and M is the total number of attributes of the training
sample. When the conditions of the node splitting, i.e. Xa ≠Xϕand ((- -- -----

Gl(Xa) - - -- -----
Gl(Xb)) > εorε < τ) , are satisfied, the leaf node

splits.
3.3 Classifying Samples

For each RFVFDT decision tree in the classifier, the sam⁃
ples to be classified go from the root into different branches
based on the value of decision attribute of each internal node,
and reach the leaf node after top⁃down traversal. The label of
the sample will be decided by the label of the leaf node.

In RFVFDT, the same sample is marked by all the decision
trees in the random forest classifier, and the final label is de⁃
cided by voting. In other words, RFVFDT labels each sample
to be classified in every decision tree of the random forest clas⁃
sifier, and then the label of the sample is decided by the class
label which is in the majority. That is the voting process of the
classifier. To a certain extent, voting by the classifier can avoid
the poor classification performance of single decision tree.
Algorithm 2 shows the process of classifying samples by

the RFVFDT classifier.
Algorithm 2. Classifying samples by RFVFDT classifier
Input: RFVFDT classifier, unInstance // unInstance is the
sample to be classified
Output: The label of unInstance
1: for each decision tree in the RFVFDT classifier do
2: Label unInstance by a decision tree rfvfdtiwith labeli
3: Make real⁃time update on the map (labeli, integer), where la⁃

beli is the label made by rfvfdti and the integer is the number
of labeli in the classification results of each decision tree

4: end for
5: Use the label with the largest corresponding integer in the

map to label unInstance
3.4 Evaluating Classifier

Evaluating the RFVFDT classifier is implemented by com⁃
paring the experimental results of each labeled sample enIn⁃
stance in the test sample set with the actual label value of the
sample to get the overall evaluation value. The process of eval⁃
uating RFVFDT classifier is described in Algorithm 3.
Algorithm 3. Evaluating RFVFDT classifier
Input: RFVFDT classifier, the test sample set enInstances
Output: Evaluation results
1: Initialize statistics cou = 0
2: for each labeled enInstance in the test sample set enInstanc⁃

es do
3: Call the method of classifying the samples, and return the

experimental label value
4: Compare the label value with the actual label of the enIn⁃

stance, and do cou+1 if the values are the same
5: end for
6: return 100.0*cou/(the number of samples in EnInstances)

4 Performance Analysis of RFVFDT
Algorithm
In order to test the performance of RFVFDT algorithm, we

conducted several experiments to compare the RFVFDT algo⁃
rithm with VFDT.
4.1 Experimental Environment and Data Set

The experimental environment is java/JDK 1.7, eclipse
4.4.2, win7 Home Basic 32 bits, and PC with 2.13 GHz, 4 GB.
The data sets of KDD CUP are used in the experiments.

We tested the classification performance of the RFVFDT
classifier with training samples increased. We used two train⁃
ing sets separately to avoid the chanciness of the experimental
results on a single training sample set. The data sets are shown
in Table 1. In order to simulate the data streams, the data read
do not be put back until all the training sample studies are
completed. The classification performance is determined by
the average of the results from multiple tests.
4.2 Accuracy of RFVFDT Classifier with Training

Samples Increased
Fig. 2 shows the comparison results of the classification ac⁃
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▼Table 1. Data set used in the experiments

NA: the number of attributes
NCA: the number of the values of class attributes

NTA_1: the number of training samples
NTA_2: the number of test samples

Data set
Nursery

Connection

NA
9
42

NCA
5
3

NTA_1
380,000
380,000

NTA_2
10,000
10,000



curacy of the VFDT decision tree and RFVFDT classifier with
different data sets and increasing training samples. The param⁃
eters of the VFDT algorithm are set as: δ = 10-4 , τ = 5% ,
nmin = 200 , and there is no repeated scan for the samples. The
parameters of decision trees in the RFVFDT classifier are con⁃
sistent with the VFDT algorithm, and the number of decision
trees in RFVFDT classifier is set to 30.

From the results in Fig. 2, it is concluded that the classifica⁃
tion performance of each classifier is improved with the in⁃
creasing of the training sample, that the classification accuracy
of the RFVFDT classifier proposed in this paper is higher than
that of the VFDT algorithm, and that the accuracy of the
RFVFDT classifier is more higher than that of the VFDT algo⁃
rithm under the condition of the training sample is relatively
small.
4.3 Processing Efficiency of RFVFDT Classifier

We use the number of samples processed per second to ex⁃
press the processing efficiency.

Using the data set Nursery, we established a VFDT decision
tree and a number of RFVFDT classifiers with different num⁃
bers of decision trees, and tested the processing efficiency of
each classifier with the same classification samples. Fig. 3
shows the results and the algorithms are running in a single
thread serial mode.

As can be seen from Fig. 3, the processing efficiency of the

RFVFDT classifier declines with the number of decision trees
in the RFVFDT classifier increased. The reason is that in or⁃
der to ensure the classification accuracy, RFVFDT maintains a
certain number of decision trees in the classifier. The sample
should be marked by each decision tree in the RFVFDT classi⁃
fier, and the label is voted by the label from each decision tree.

Still using the data set Nursery, we run the RFVFDT algo⁃
rithm in a multi⁃thread parallel mode, and the number of deci⁃
sion trees in the RFVFDT classifier is set to 30. The process⁃
ing efficiency testing results are shown in Fig. 4.

As can be seen from Fig. 4, the processing efficiency of
RFVFDT increases with the number of threads increased,
which means if we run the RFVFDT algorithm under the multi⁃
thread environment such as a cluster, it can keep higher classi⁃
fication accuracy and a fast speed as well.

5 Conclusions
In this paper, based on the Random Forest algorithm and

the data stream classification algorithm VFDT, we designed a
Random Forest Based Very Fast Decision Tree algorithm,
named RFVFDT. The analysis and the experimental results of
doing classification on KDD CUP 99 data sets have shown that
the classification accuracy of the RFVFDT algorithm is higher
than that of VFDT, and the RFVFDT algorithm can keep fast
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RFVFDT: Random Forest Based Very Fast Decision Tree VFDT: Very Fast Decision Tree

▲Figure 2. The classification accuracy with the size of the training
sample set increased.

b) Experimental results on the data set Connection

a) Experimental results on the data set Nursery

▲Figure 3. The processing efficiency with different numbers of
decision trees.

RFVFDT: Random Forest Based Very Fast Decision Tree VFDT: Very Fast Decision Tree

▲Figure 4. The processing efficiency of RFVFDT with different
numbers of threads.
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and also achieve higher classification when parallelly running
with multiple threads.
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A recent trend in machine learning is to use deep architec⁃
tures to discover multiple levels of features from data, which
has achieved impressive results on various natural language
processing (NLP) tasks. We propose a deep neural network ⁃
based solution to Chinese semantic role labeling (SRL) with
its application on message analysis. The solution adopts a six⁃
step strategy: text normalization, named entity recognition
(NER), Chinese word segmentation and part⁃of⁃speech (POS)
tagging, theme classification, SRL, and slot filling. For each
step, a novel deep neural network ⁃ based model is designed
and optimized, particularly for smart phone applications. Ex⁃
periment results on all the NLP sub ⁃ tasks of the solution
show that the proposed neural networks achieve state⁃of⁃the⁃
art performance with the minimal computational cost. The
speed advantage of deep neural networks makes them more
competitive for large⁃scale applications or applications requir⁃
ing real ⁃ time response, highlighting the potential of the pro⁃
posed solution for practical NLP systems.

deep learning; sequence labeling; natural language under⁃
standing; convolutional neural network; recurrent neural net⁃
work
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1 Introduction
he goal of semantic role labeling (SRL) is to identi⁃
fy arguments for a predicate and assign semanti⁃
cally meaningful labels to them. A semantic role
defines a semantic relation between a predicate

and one of its arguments [1]. Typical roles include agent, pa⁃

tient, source, goal, and so on, which are core to a predicate, as
well as time, location, manner, cause, and so forth, which are
peripheral. Such semantic information is important in answer⁃
ing who, what, where, when, and why questions, which there⁃
fore is critical to high⁃level natural language processing (NLP)
tasks such as information extraction [2], summarization [3], ma⁃
chine translations [4], and question⁃answering [5].

There is considerable work on English SRL, and the perfor⁃
mance using automatic parses on the Penn Treebank has ap⁃
proached 0.81 F⁃score [6]. Research on Chinese SRL is still in
its infancy. Although most of the machine learning techniques
used in English SRL can be readily transferable to Chinese,
there are a few inherent linguistic properties of Chinese that
make syntactic parsing a particularly challenging task, not to
mention semantic⁃level tasks. With the fact that Chinese texts
are written without using whitespace to delimit words , the
parsers have to build structures from characters rather than
words. The second has to deal with is that Chinese with its (al⁃
most) complete lack of morphological marking for parts of
speech certainly exhibits a higher degree of polysemy than
English [7], which makes it hard for the parsers to decide the
part⁃of⁃speech (POS) tags of the words.

Chinese SRL, however, is one of the most fundamental NLP
tasks because of its importance in mediating between linguis⁃
tic meaning and expression. Chinese SRL has received steady
attention since the release of Chinese PropBank [8]. Most of
the previous work focused on finding relevant features for the
model component, and on finding effective statistical tech⁃
niques for parameter estimation. Although such performance
improvements can be useful in practice, there is a great tempta⁃
tion to optimize the performance of a system for a specific
benchmark. Furthermore, such systems, especially for those
that use joint solution, usually involve a great number of fea⁃
tures, which makes engineering effective task⁃specific features
and structural learning of parameters very hard.

Deep learning algorithm emerged as a successful machine
learning technique five years ago. With the deep architectures,
it became possible to learn high ⁃ level (compact) representa⁃
tions, each of which combines features at lower levels in an ex⁃
ponential and hierarchical way [9]. Unlike traditional linear
statistical models such as conditional random fields (CRFs),
those feature representations can be automatically discovered
to be relevant to the task of interest, and thus the tasks⁃specif⁃
ic engineering could be avoided.

2 Problem and Solution
In this study, SRL is formulated as assigning (task⁃specific)

labels to words of an input sentence. Once each word of the
sentence is associated with a label from a set of pre ⁃ defined
tags, those word⁃label pairs can be used to fill the slots of se⁃
mantic templates or frames, which might be further trans⁃
formed into a query to knowledge bases or databases. For ex⁃
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ample, we receive the following message:
明天上午九点在第一会议室我们与技术部开会讨论项目

进展。
“We will have a meeting on the progress of the project with

the colleagues from the technology section in the meeting room
No. 1, 9 am tomorrow.”

The input sentences are first classified into one of the cate⁃
gories, and each category represents a theme (or event) of inter⁃
est. Note that different semantic labels can be defined for dif⁃
ferent themes. For the aforementioned example, its theme is
recognized as“meeting”, and the corresponding semantic la⁃
bels include topic, date, time, location, people, and so on. Un⁃
interested or irrelevant words in the sentence are normally la⁃
beled with a special label“O”. The SRL results are listed as
shown in Table 1.

Some necessary pre ⁃ processing steps are required to per⁃
form SRL task for Chinese, including text normalization, word
segmentation, POS tagging, and named entity recognition
(NER). As shown in Fig. 1, we propose an architecture of Chi⁃
nese SRL system to integrate multiple modules required for
Chinese SRL.

The proposed system works by the following steps.
•The system takes a Chinese sentence as input.
•The input sentence will be transformed into a standard form

by transitioning from any other to UTF⁃8 encoding, from full⁃
width symbols to half⁃width characters, from traditional Chi⁃
nese characters to simplified ones, and replacing dialect,
slang and informal expressions with formal words.

•Named entity recognition is performed over the sentence by
a sequence labeling module based on neural networks. This
module is used to identify person names, organizations, and
locations.

•Several kinds of the pre⁃defined words (usually application⁃
dependent) are identified from the input sentence. Such
words are used to describe the names of food, idioms, devic⁃
es, etc. Email addresses, dates, times, punctuations, uni⁃
form/universal resource locators, phone numbers, percentag⁃

es, foreign words, figures, and currencies are also automati⁃
cally recognized.

•Word segmentation and POS ⁃ tagging are performed in a
joint way by neural networks using the same architecture de⁃
signed for named entity recognition. The boundaries of the
words recognized in the previous steps will be taken as con⁃
straints for this module.

•A convolutional neural network with multiple dynamic k ⁃
max pooling layers is then used to classify the sentence into
one of several pre⁃defined themes. A set of semantic labels
that may be used as semantic roles in the next step are also
determined. If the input sentence does not belong to any
theme of interest, it will be discard and does not need fur⁃
ther processing.

•Each word will be assigned with an appropriate semantic la⁃
bel using bidirectional long short⁃ term memory (bi⁃LSTM).
The long short⁃ term memory (LSTM) is a widely used vari⁃
ant of recurrent neural networks. For each theme, a bi ⁃
LSTM will be trained.

•The associated word⁃label pairs are extracted to fill the slots
of semantic frame. Frame is a classic knowledge representa⁃
tion (KR) method [10], which has been successfully used for
many intelligent systems. We, here, use the event extraction
as sample application although the proposed architecture
can be used in many ways.
We will describe how to perform the aforementioned mod⁃

ules in the next section. A neural network⁃based model was de⁃
signed for each core function of the solution. The speed advan⁃
tage of the neural networks makes them more competitive for
large⁃scale applications requiring real⁃time response.

3 Deep Neural Network⁃Based Models

3.1 Sequence Labeling
Word segmentation, POS tagging and named entity recogni⁃

tion all can be viewed as assigning labels to units of an input
sentence. Many Asian languages, such as Chinese and Japa⁃
nese, are written without whitespaces indicating the word

▼Table 1. The SRL results

Words
明天“tomorrow”
上午九点“9 am”

在“at”
第一会议室“meeting room No. 1”

我们“we”
与“with”

技术部“technology section”
开会“have a meeting”

讨论“discuss”
项目进展“the progress of the project”

。“.”

Labels
DATE
TIME
O

LOCATION
O
O

PARTICIPANT
O
O

TOPIC
O

▲Figure 1. Architecture of Chinese SRL system.
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boundaries. For those languages, the character becomes a
more natural form of input, and the labeling can be performed
at character level. For Chinese word segmentation, each char⁃
acter will be assigned with one of four possible boundary tags:
“B”for a character located at the beginning of a word,“I”for
that inside of a word,“E”for that at the end of a word, and“S”
for a character that is a word by itself. Following Ng and Lou
[11] we perform joint word segmentation and POS tagging and
NER in a labeling fashion by expanding boundary labels to in⁃
clude task ⁃ specific tags. Taking POS tagging as example, we
describe noun phases using four different tags. A tag“S_NP”
is used to mark a noun phase containing a single character.
Other tags“B_NP”,“I_NP”, and“E_NP”are used to mark
the first, in⁃between and the last characters of the noun phrase.

For sequence labeling tasks, we choose to use a variant of
neural network architecture first introduced by Collobert et al
[12] for multiple NLP tasks, and reintroduced later by Zheng et
al [13] for joint word segmentation and POS tagging. However,
a different algorithm is used to train the networks, and the
boundaries of the words recognized in other modules will be
taken as constraints for label inference.

The network architecture is shown in Fig. 2. The first layer
extracts features for each character. The next layer extracts fea⁃
tures from a window of characters. The following layers are
classical neural network layers. The output is a graph over
which tag inference is achieved with Viteri algorithm.
3.1.1 Mapping Characters into Feature Vectors

The characters are fed into the network as indices that are
used by a lookup operation to transform tokens into their fea⁃
ture vectors. We consider a fixed⁃sized dictionary D (Unknown
characters are mapped to a special symbol that is not used else⁃
where). The feature vectors are stored in a character embed⁃
ding matrix M∈ ℝd × |D|, where d is the dimensionality of the
vector space (a hyper⁃parameter) and |D| is the size of the dic⁃
tionary.

Formally, we assume that a sentence x[1:n] is a sequence of
n characters xi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n. For each token xi ∈D that has an as⁃
sociated index ei into the column of the embedding matrix, a d⁃
dimensional feature vector is retrieved by the lookup table lay⁃
er G(xi) =Mvei, where we use a binary vector vei ∈ℝ |D| × 1
which is zero in all positions except at the ei⁃th index. The fea⁃
ture vector of each character can be initialized at random or pre
⁃trained on unlabeled corpora, which will be fined⁃tuned to be
relevant to the task by back⁃propagating errors.
3.1.2 Label Scoring and Inference

For each character in a sentence, a score is produced for
each label by applying several layers of the neural network
over feature vectors produced by the lookup table. Given an in⁃
put sentence x[1:n], we consider all successive windows of size
w, sliding over the sentence, from character x1 to xn. The char⁃
acters with indices exceeding the sentence boundaries are

mapped to one of the two special symbols, namely“start”and
“stop”symbols.

Generally, there are strong dependencies between the labels
for the sequence labeling tasks, such as word segmentation,
NER and POS tagging. The labels are usually organized in
chunks, and it is impossible for some labels to follow a particu⁃
lar label. Given a set of labels T for the task of interest, we in⁃
troduce a transition score t( j|i) for jumping from ith to j th label
in successive characters, and an initial scores t( j|) for starting
from the jth label, where i, j ∈T. We want valid label paths to
be encouraged, while discouraging all the others.

Given an input sentence x[1:n], the network outputs the matrix
of scores fθ (x[1:n]), in which an element of the column i is denot⁃
ed by fθ ( j|i,k), indicating the score output by the network with
parameters θ, for the jth label and for the previous label k, at
the position i. The score of a sentence x[1:n] along a path of la⁃
bels y[1:n] is then given by the sum of transition and network
scores:

s(x[1,n],y[1,n],θ) =∑
i = 1

n (t(yi|yi - 1) + fθ(yi|xi,yi - 1)) . (1)
Given a sentence x[1:n], we can find the optimal label path y*[1:

▲Figure 2. The neural network architecture for sequence labeling tasks.
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n] by maximizing the sentence score:
y*

[1,n]
= arg max

∀y '
[1:n]

s(x[1:n],y '
[1:n],θ) . (2)

The Viterbi algorithm is the natural choice for this inference.
3.1.3 Training

Given a training example (x, y), we define a structured mar⁃
gin ∆(x, y, y) loss for proposing a path y for sentence x when y
is the true path. We drop the subscript [1: n] from now for nota⁃
tion simplification. This penalty is proportional to the number
of labels on which the two paths do not agree. In general, ∆(x,
y, y) is equal to 0 if y = y. The loss function is defined as a pe⁃
nalization of incorrect paths, where к is a penalization term to
incorrect labels.

Δ(x,y, ŷ) =∑
i = 1

n

κ1{ŷi ≠ yi} . (3)
For a training set, we seek to determine all the parameters θ

of the network with small expected loss on unseen sentences.
The score of a path y is higher if the algorithm is more confi⁃
dent that the path y is correct. In the max ⁃margin estimation
framework, we want to ensure that the highest scoring path is
the true one for all training instances (xi, yi), i = 1, …, n, and
its score can be larger up to a margin defined by the loss. For
all i in the training data:

s(xi,yi,θ)≥ s(xi, ŷ,θ) + Δ(xi,yi, ŷ) . (4)
These lead us to minimize the following regularized objec⁃

tive for n training instances:
J(θ) = 1

n∑i = 1

n

Ei(θ) + λ2 ||θ||2 ,
Ei(θ) = max

ŷ
(s(xi, ŷ,θ) + Δ(xi,yi, ŷ)) - s(xi,yi,θ) , (5)

where λ governs the relative importance of the regularization
term compared with the error. The loss penalizes paths more
when they deviate from the correct one. Minimizing this objec⁃
tive maximizes the score of the correct path, and minimizes
that of the highest scoring but incorrect one. The objective is
not differentiable due to the hinge loss. The subgradient meth⁃
od is used to compute a gradient⁃like direction.
3.2 Sentence Classification

We choose to use a variant of convolutional neural network
with dynamic k ⁃max pooling [14] to find the structure of sen⁃
tences. The network architecture is shown in Fig. 3. The k⁃max
pooli ng operations are applied in the network after the convo⁃
lutional layers, which are used to pool the k most active fea⁃
tures at low levels. This network preserves the relative posi⁃
tions of the most relevant features, and it is sensitive to the or⁃
der of the characters in the input sentences. Convolutional lay⁃
ers are often stacked, interleaved with a non⁃linearity function,

to extract higher level features (only two convolutional layers
are drawn in Fig. 3 for clarity). The topmost k⁃max pooling lay⁃
er also guarantees that the input to the next layer of the net⁃
work is independent of the length of an input sentence, in or⁃
der to apply the same subsequent layers.
3.2.1 Convolutional Layer

The characters are fed into the network as indices that are
used by a lookup operation (see Section 3.1.1) to transform
characters into their feature vectors. The lookup table layer ex⁃
tracts features for each single character, but the features of a
character in context will be influenced by surrounding charac⁃
ters. We assume that the features of a particular character de⁃
pend mainly on its neighboring characters, and extract these
features from a fixed size window w (a hyper⁃parameter). More
precisely, given an input sentence x[1:n], the character feature
window produced by the first lookup table layer at position xi

can be written as:

f win
θ (xi) =

æ

è

ç

ç

ç

ç
çç
ç

ç

ç

ç
ö

ø

÷

÷
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▲Figure 3. The neural network architecture for sentence classification.
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where fθwin is a function with trainable parameters θ. The idea
behind the convolution is to perform affine transformations
over each character window to extract local features:

f con
θ (xi) =(Wf win

θ (xi) + b) , (7)
where the matrices W ∈ ℝV × (wd) and b ∈ ℝV are the parame⁃
ters to be optimized by training. A hyper⁃parameter V is called
as the number of convolutional units. The trained weights in W
and b can be viewed as a linguistic feature detector that learns
to recognize a specific class of n⁃grams.
3.2.2 k⁃Max Pooling Layer

We applied a k ⁃max pooling operation to the output of the
convolutional layer, which is a generalization of max pooling
over time dimension. Given a number k and a sequence Q ∈ ℝp

(k ≤ p), k⁃max pooling selects the subsequence Qk
max of k⁃high⁃

est values in Q. The selected values of Qk
max preserve their rela⁃

tive order in Q. Given an output matrix fθcon, the k⁃max pooling
layer yields another matrix:

f max
θ ( f con

θ ) =
æ

è

ç

çç
ç

ö

ø

÷

÷÷
÷

kmax([ f con
θ ]1,1 ⋯ [ f con

θ ]1, j - i +w)
⋮ ⋮ ⋮

kmax([ f con
θ ]V,1 ⋯ [ f con

θ ]V, j - i +w)
, (8)

where [fθcon]i,j is the element in the i⁃th row and j⁃th column of
matrix fθcon.

Multiple convolutional layers are often stacked to extract
higher level features. Different convolutional layers may have
their own window size w and value k. Every column vector of
the matrix produced by the topmost k⁃max pooling layer is con⁃
catenated to be fed to further neural network layers. For each
layer, we let k be a function of the length of the input sentence
and the depth of the network. We simply model kl = max(ktop,
(L - l) / L×S) for lth layer, where L is the total number of convo⁃
lutional layers, and ktop is the fixed pooling parameter for the
topmost layer.
3.2.3 Classification with Softmax Layer

The fixed⁃sized vector produced by the topmost k⁃max pool⁃
ing layer is fed to two standard linear layers that successively
perform affine transformations over the vector, interleaved with
some non⁃linearity function σ(·), to extract highly non⁃linear
features. As for non ⁃ linear function, we choose the sigmoidal
function.

We add a simple softmax layer to the network to predict
theme categories for each input sentence. The classification is
trained by minimizing the cross ⁃ entropy error of the softmax
layer using backpropagation. When minimizing the cross⁃entro⁃
py error of the softmax layer, the error will also be propagated
back and influence both the network parameters and the char⁃
acter representations.
3.3 Semantic Role Labeling

Chinese SRL is still an especially challenging task due to

the long⁃range dependency phenomenon that arises when try⁃
ing to assign semantically meaningful labels to each word for
Chinese sentences. It relates to the rate of decay of the statisti⁃
cal dependence of two words with increasing the spatial dis⁃
tance between them. Work on Chinese SRL has been scant and
sporadic [1]. We propose a variant of bidirectional long short⁃
term memory to perform Chinese SRL for its ability to bridge
long time lags between relevant inputs [15],[16].
3.3.1 Architecture of Bidirectional LSTM

Hochreiter and Schmidhuber proposed a type of recurrent
neural networks (RNN) called LSTM that works better than tra⁃
ditional RNNs on tasks involving long time lags [15]. Its archi⁃
tecture permits long short ⁃ term memory to bridge huge time
lags between relevant input events, while traditional RNNs us⁃
ing more costly update algorithms. In Chinese SRL, we want to
access both past and future input features for a given time, and
use a variant of bidirectional LSTM (Fig. 4), first introduced
by Graves et al[17].

The forward and backward processing over the unfolded net⁃
work over time are done in a similar way to regular network for⁃
ward and backward passes. For each time, the input to the net⁃
work is the concatenation of word embedding, vector represen⁃
tation of the corresponding POS tag, and feature vector of the
NER category. Word segmentation, POS tagging, and NER will
be performed in advance, and their results will be used to gen⁃
erate the input vector for each word of the input sentence. The
semantic labels will be predicted over the concatenation of net⁃
work outputs produced by the forward and backward passes us⁃
ing softmax layer.
3.3.2 Training

The training problem is to determine all the parameters of
the network from training data. Generally, the network is
trained by maximizing the likelihood over all the sentences in
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▲Figure 4. The bi⁃directional long short⁃term memory for Chinese SRL.
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the training set R with respect to the parameters θ.
θ↦ ∑

∀(x,y) ∈R
log p(y|x,θ) , (9)

where x represents a sentence and its associated feature, and y
denotes the corresponding label sequence. The probability p(·)
is calculated from the outputs of the neural network.

Maximizing the log⁃likelihood with the gradient ascent algo⁃
rithm is achieved by iteratively selecting an example (x, y) and
applying the following gradient update rule:
θ← θ + α∂ log p(y|x,θ)

∂θ , (10)
where α is the learning rate (a hyper⁃parameter). The gradient
can be computed by a classical back propagation: the differen⁃
tiation chain rule is applied through the network, until the in⁃
put word embeddeds.

4 Experiments
We conducted two sets of experiments. The goal of the first

one is to see how well we can go by using the proposed archi⁃
tecture for Chinese SRL and its pre⁃processing tasks. The sec⁃
ond experiment compared the decoding speeds between our
system and the CRFs [18] based system. The four tasks (i.e.
word segmentation, POS tagging, NER, and SRL) are evaluated
by computing the standard F1 ⁃ score, which is the harmonic
mean of precision and recall.
4.1 Data Sets

We used different data sets to train and evaluate the perfor⁃
mance of our neural networks on the word segmentation, POS
tagging, and named entity recognition. For each task, we con⁃
structed a large data set that comprises data collected from
multiple sources available. For the joint word segmentation
and POS tagging, the corpus contains 3.15 million sentences
(17.29 million characters), and for the NER, it contains 3.15
million sentences (17.29 million characters). As to Chinese
SRL tasks, we manually collected and annotated a set of train⁃
ing data that includes at least six themes, such as dating, book⁃
ing, banking, meeting, weather information, and notification.
Each theme can be further divided into several sub ⁃ themes.
For example, the system can process the booking messages for
train tickets, airline tickets, and hotel reservations. We took
about ten percent of each data set as the test data that was re⁃
moved from the training set, and was not seen to the models.
4.2 Pre⁃Training Character Embeddings

Previous work showed that the performance could be im⁃
proved by using word or character embeddings learned from
large scale unlabeled data in many NLP tasks both in English
[12] [19] and Chinese [13] [20]. Unsupervised pre ⁃ training
guides the learning towards basins of attraction of minima that

support better generalization [21]. We leveraged large unla⁃
beled corpus to learn character embeddings, and then used
these improved embeddings to initialize the character lookup
tables of the networks. A Chinese Wikipedia corpus containing
about 667 MB data was used to train the character embeddings
by Word2Vec tool [22]. The Word2Vec tool provides two mod⁃
els to train the embeddings, and the preliminary experiments
showed that the Skip⁃gram performed better than the CBOW.
In all the experiments, we used the character embeddings that
were learned from large unlabeled texts using the Skip⁃gram to
initialize the neural networks.
4.3 Results

The results of four tasks are reported in Table 2, where the
goals of this research are listed in the second column. We im⁃
plemented our neural network⁃based models and others in Ja⁃
va, and all the experiments were run on the machines
equipped with the same configurations. The hyper⁃parameters
of all models are tuned on the development sets. All the test re⁃
sults were obtained over 5 runs with different random initializa⁃
tion. As shown in Table 2, the proposed neural networks boost
the performances of all the tasks by a fairly significant margin,
particularly for Chinese SRL (10% in average against the goal)
and NER (9% in average).
Table 3 compares the decoding speeds on the test data from

the bakeoff⁃3, Chinese Treebank (CTB) [23] for our neural net⁃
work⁃based system and for two typical CRFs⁃based word seg⁃
mentation systems, and Table 4 compares the tagging speeds
for our LSTM⁃based system with a CRFs⁃based system devel⁃
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▼Table 2. Comparison with the goals of the research

POS: part⁃of⁃speech SRL: semantic role labeling

Task
Word segmentation (F1)

POS tagging (F1)
Named entity recognition (F1)

SRL (F1)

Goal
~ 85
~ 80
~ 75
~ 70

Model
≥ 90
≥ 88
≥ 84
≥ 80

▼Table 4. Comparison of the computational costs on SRL

CRF: conditional random field LSTM: long short⁃term memory

System
CRFs⁃based system
LSTM (with 20 cells)

Parameters
28k
6k

Time(ms)
~600
~500

▼Table 3. Comparison of the computational costs on Chinese word
segmentation

System
Tsai et al. [24]
Zhao et al. [25]
Neural network

Parameters
3027k
3711k
459k

Time(ms)
602
859
49



oped by us on the Chinese SRL task. The decoding speed is re⁃
ported in the average running time for processing one Chinese
sentence.

In Table 4, we only list the number of additional parameters
required for SRL task, which does not count the parameters
used for the pre⁃processing tasks and those for storing the char⁃
acter embeddings. The running times reported in Table 4, how⁃
ever, are all the time required for Chinese SRL, including the
necessary pre ⁃processing tasks. Regardless of the differences
in implementation, the neural network ⁃ based systems clearly
run considerably faster than those based on the CRFs model
that also require much more memory than our neural networks.

5 Conclusions
We have described a deep neural network⁃based model for

the sequence labeling task in Chinese natural language pro⁃
cessing, a variant of convolutional neural network architecture
with dynamic k⁃max pooling layer for the character⁃level sen⁃
tence classification, and a novel long short⁃term memory⁃based
model for the Chinese SRL. The results of experiments show
that the proposed neural networks performed reasonably well
on various NLP tasks, highlighting the potential of the pro⁃
posed networks for practical SRL and other similar tasks. The
speed advantage of those neural networks makes them more
competitive for the large⁃scale applications or applications re⁃
quiring real⁃ time response, especially for the applications de⁃
ployed on smart phones.
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